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HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

Editor and Publisher.

Term* of Subscription t
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at three morUhe, and $2.00 if

paid

JOB PRINTING PTOHDtlT ail NsatlT ElKlM,

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil.)75 cents for
firtfinsertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
insertionfor any period under three months.
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubished whitout charge for subscribers.

I

J3T

All advertising blljlcollectablequarterly.

An X beforfe the Subscripts name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX signifies that no paper will be continued after date.

rrUTC! D A D I? D may he fonnd on flle at Geoilllu i A.Ll!ilvp. Rowell & Co’s Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
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Chicago.

Nl’t Mix- Mall.
Exp. ed.

1883.

10,

From Chicago
Mix- Ni’t
Mall.
ed. Exp.

p. m. a. m. a. m.
15 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 0) 5 15
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ARE
E YOU MADE

miserableby, Indlj
Indigestion,
Constij
Qiairal Sialsri.
Lipatlon, Dizziness. Loss of Appetite, Yellow
skin! Shiloh's Vitalizeris a positive cure. Sold
\7AN PUTTEN G„ & SONS , General Dealers by D. R. Meengs.
in Dnr Goode, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
and paps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.
WHY’ WILL YOU cough when Shiloh's (!nro
will flive immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 50«ctH.
and
$1. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Hotili.

Holland, Mich.. July

8,

1883.

The Common Council met in regular •caelon
and wae calledto order by the Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Beach. Aldermen

O

Mich.

-

--

D

Hotel.

20-tf

Market.

V

everythingin season

20-tf

^TEGENGA, A.

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland,Michigan. 9-ly

0

CITY

.

-

City of Holland.

at the

BAKERY.

A Card.
To

all

who

are suflering from the errors

Phyildani.

The Committee on Streets and Bridges were directed to comply with the order from tne Board of
Health.
The City Treasurer reportedfor the month of
Jnne. 1883.-Filcd.
Alii. Kramer here appeared.
The Cltv Surveyor reported Job of cutting and
filling on Sixth and Cedar streets completed, as far
as the amount of money appropriated for that purpose would permit. Amount expended as follows,
to wit: Snrvoy and profile by R. R. Foster, $12 56;
One assistant to Surveyor. $2.25; Noticesof let-

-

City.
--

Clerk instructed to issue warrants on the City
Physician and Surgeon;
Wr are ready now to accommodateall Treasurer for ail work unpaid for.
The City Marshal reported an additional number
office at the drug store of Schepers& Schip3 40 6 00 3 45 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 10 1 10
horet; is prepared at all times, day or night, to our customers. Lbt every one come and of aldewa ks repaired and receiptof City Treasurer
see us in our newly fitted up and re- for $81.58 sidewalk moneys.— Filed.
attend to "calls.”
7 30
5 50 ....Chicago..... 900 • • • • +9 10
The following bids were received for building an
modeled quarters.
a. di. p.m. p.m.
n.ra. a.m. p.m.
Engine House and Connell Rooms: Werkman,
Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
JOHN
PESSINK.
Van Ark A Gosling for solid brick building,$5,ivl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
500; J. V. Consanl, solid brick, $4,968.00; J. V.
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.
Consanl, veneered brick, $4,140.00; James HuntFrom Holland
From Grd. Rapids
the Fact.
ley, solid brick, $4,875.00; James Huntley, vePhJtopipher.
Grand
to Holland.
neered brick, $4,075.00.
Wm.
Vorst,
the
Tailor,
has
removed
his
a raj a.m. p. m.
n. m. a. m. ip.m.
On motion of Aid. Kramer—
TTIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.Galbusiness to No. 13 River street, formerly
+5 25 8 15 3 25 .... Holland ..... 11 03 9 10 10 15 XX lery opposite this office.
Resolved, That the Job bo awarded to James
occupied by Znhn the harness maker. I Hnntley for a solid brick buildingat his figures,
5 38 R 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 52 840 10 05
providedhe will take in payment therefor,city
Watohei and Iivilry.
will make new clothes to order, repair old
bonds bearing 5 per cent interestper annnnf, and
clothes, and ‘renovate and clean clothes, if not, then to Mr. Consanl on the same terms and
6 02 9 35 3 52 .. Hudson vllie... 10 8b 7 40 9 37
|VREYMAN,OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and making them appear like new. Give me price, provided he will take the Job. The City
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
620 10 15 4 05 ....Grandville...10 15 7 10 9 20
Attorneyto draw up a contract and the Mavor and
a
W. VORST.
and Eighth Street.
Clerk to sign on part of tho city. The iob to be
Holland, June 5,
18- completedon or before the first day of November,
6 35 10 40 4 2) ..Grand Rapids.. 1000 6 35 +9 00
IXTYKHUYSEN, U., dealer in Watches, Clocks.
1883.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
a. m. a.m. p. m.
TV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Connell adjonroed.
Cedar streets,Holland
24-ly.
GEO. H. 81PP, CWi/ Clerk.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
12 40 8 10 2 15

OCHIPHOR9T, L.
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Wfst Olive

Holland.

L 0. of 0. F.
UollandCityLodge, No. 192, IndependentOrderTo
of Odd Fellows, bonis its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Hoiiand,Mich., on Tuesday Evening
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F. & A. M.
AREouLABCommanicatlon of Unity Lodoe.
No. 191.F. & A.M..willbeheldatMasonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,July
18,at7j’clock, sharp.
O.

Breyman,W.M.

D.L. UoYD.Sec'v.

2 15

Produce, Etc.
12 30

Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)

(

•

r..$

75®

100
®
...........

bushel.... .........

Beans, V bushel..-....'..........

.

Baxter, V

lb

©
®
®
®

..........

Rnns daily,all other trains dally except SunSgSb V dozen .......... ..........
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
Handy, y a> ............. ........
Onions, $ bushels ...............
Potatoes, f) bushel ................
80
t

.•

gasmen

$tfectan}.

v Sraln, Feed, Etc.

-

Bran, A 100 fts .....................
Barley, ^ 100 lb ..............
Clover eeed, V 1b ............
Com Meal V 100 fcs ..........
shelled V bushel .....
Xf bBRIDE, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, Coro,
V brl ..................
Ivl Leppig’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan. Flour,
Fine Coro Meal V 100 lbs ...
Business in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
Feed,|iton.................
will be promptly attended
9-ly
* 100 lb ...............
Hay,
ton
CoBaliiinMerchant.
Middling,
f,»i00 lb ..
1 01
Oats. V
bushel ........
T)EACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and Pearl Barley, a 100 lb.
dealer
In uram,
Grain, nourand
Flour and produce.
Produce. HighHigh- Hr.
lerm
Kve

TTOWARD, M.

XX

D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Notary Public; Riverstreet.

to^

“

Wb

X)

market
store cor
est

V bushel ..........
Wheat, white * bushel .............
. Seed,

red “

.............
Lancaster Red, a bushel. ..

fingi &ad Meiielan.

.

Dealer in Drugs and Medlclues, Paints and Oils. Brushes, Ac. Physicians prescriptions carefnliypnt up: Eighth 8L

U

YfBENGS, D.R., Drag S ore. Fine Drags, M edifX icines, Fancy Good it Toilet Artides and
Perfumeries. Riverstreet.

VamDix Bue’sPamilyMedicines

;

River 8t.

to

furnish all kinds of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
HEDGE PLANTS, VINES, SHRUBS,
FLOWERS.

80
1 20
6 50
1 25
48

500
1 40
22 30
1 25

more

fresh

ing. The young shoots, white and tend or
soon force their way through tbe layer of
earth, and may then be taken

up

for use,

from one end, but carefully, so as not to

them. Every

break

twelve or fifteen days

a fresh portion of the

bed

is bested, Its

size

depending on tbe consumption, and

this

goes on until the month of April,

when tbe plants sprout without forcing.
They are cooked
say, boiled

till

like

sea kale, that is to

tender, and served with

gravy or white sauce. The chiccory

is

or white meats,
especially recommended to invalids

chieflyeaten with fowl

and

is

and

convalescents.

In

Brussels, the

plant, deprived of refuse, is sold for about
2d. or2J£d. per pound in January.— &&;»•
tific American.

The
made

huge group of suu spots which

its

appearancea week ago has

now

approached close to theccntre of the sun’s

lished as a midsuipmer

number, and

the

borealis. This group, like

most of

the

table of contents is a highly attractive great sun spots which have beeu accom-

one, Including many contributionsthat
are not only seasonablebut worthy of

panied fly auroras

and magnetic storms is

evidently subjected to cyclonic action, the

special attention. Thus, “Alpine Dairies,” effect of which is perceived in the changes
an illustratedpaper

by 8. H. M.

Byers,

of form

it

undergoes.

It is fully as large

group of spots that broke out on

United States Consul at Zurich, besides a

as the

delightful picture of pastoral life in the

the sun at the time of the great magnetic

ETC., ETC’.,

B. Todd sketches the history and charac-

storm of April, 1882, and can be seen without a telescope more easily than the planet

Venus was during her

transit in

December

last.

When

a

Scotchman answers

question

a

he settlesthe matter in dispute

once

for
teristic features of the principalinstituThe seriesof meetings of tho board of school exall. On a certain occasion the question
aminers for Ottawa county,for the summer and tions of the kind, from the “Union” and
was asked, “Why was Mary Queen of
fall of 1883, for the examinationof applicants for
the “Century” down to the newly-formed
a teacher's certificate, will be held as follows:
Scots born at Linlithgow?” Sandy Keer
At Coopersvilie, graded school building, on “Authors’ Club.” “My Asylum Life," by
Wednesday, August 29th.
promptly answered, “Because hermither
At Holland City, graded school building,on Frl- a Physician, is a curious revelatioi of the
was staying there, sir,” and there actually
day, Angust .31.
writer’s experienceswhile the victim of
At UndsoDTiic, 'school building,on Wednesday,
seemed to be nothing more to say on tbe
September 26.
singular hallucinations, with a fair and
#
At Grand Haven, court house, Friday, October
temperatedescription of the defects of our
26th.

subject.

Each session of the board will commence
promptlyat 9 o'clock,a. m. Certificatesof good
moral character required of all applicants. In
view of the large nnmber of failures on the part of
those appearing for examinationat the late spring
aeries of meetingsof the board, will those seeking
the position of teacher, and who know, bnt are
Jusl a UttU rusty,come to the examination prepared
to

.

insane asylums. “Reminiscences of Get-

Company

tysburg Battle,” by a

Officer, is

the civil war than

from strategicaldescriptions and

Jana

23,

A. P.

1882.

STEGENGA,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
CoMuAgnt,

Kotuj

hit.

Strawberries*

ten years old.

leaned against the fence, and the

glimpses of the scenes and incidents of time. Then one of them said:—

„
Monica,

A. W.Tatlom, Secretary.

NEirnitR of tbem was over

One

one of those simple narratives, of which other robbed his back against the lampwe have bad too few, that givomore vivid post, and (bey eyed each other for a long

do honor to themaelvet and to the profesaion.
By order of the board,

600
50
1 25
95
97
1 00

maintained, either by adding

manure, or by employing a straw cover-

indications of intense activity, accom-

the lowest prices. I purchasemy stock of reliable Nursery men and guaranteesatisfaction. grandest of mountain scenery, gives a full
Trees delivered free at any RailroadStation in
account of the methods and processes by
this and adjoining counties.Orders by mail will
receive prompt attention. A share of your patron- which cheese making has \jeen brought to
age is respectfullysolicited.
full perfection in Switzerland. In an inFRED. L. SOUTER.
Holland. Mich.
terestingarticle on “New York Clubs,” C.

800
1 20
40

so

as to heat. An equable temperatureis

at

Clan &

TXOESBURG. J. O.

W.

i 40
ib
15
13
40
35

(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, W bushel .............. ®
65

Attoraeyi.

am now prepared

Examinationof teachers.

25

m. p.m.

I

Patfefts.

1 55
1

Fruit Growers & Farmers.

down

fresh stable manure, well pressed-

Lippincott’s Magazine for July is pub- panied at night by displays of the aurora

!8-6w.

00

Apples,

MUed trains. .

*

week

Vlsitingbrothers
arecordiallyinvited
.
M. Harbinotom, N. G.
William Bacmoabtbl, R. S.

40 1 12 9 00

7 10 4 20 12 05 ...Ferrysburg... 2 80 1 0
7

IsTOTICiE.

ered with eighteen or twenty inches of

disk, and for several days has exhibited

Llpplncott'i Magazine.

p.m. p.m. p.m.
3 25 1 55 9 50

m.

30

pwctisfmftttis.

From Mnskegon

a.

tybus,

L

6p.m.

From Holland
Muskegon.

Luxemburg, the Cichorium

"
••
”

*

..

of

common cbiccory, is improved by cultivation, and eaten as ’a vegetable, being
or

Harrington, William*, Beukema, Workman, Boyd,
Nyland. and the Clerk.
called in Flemish “witteloof” (white leaf),
Minnies of ihc last meeting were read and
like tho allied plant endive. It is very
approved.

and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak10 55 10 00 11 35 East Saugatnck 3 03 7 30 4 53
T>KST, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c.,
.D found in his office, on River street,next door I will send & recipe that will cure you,
11 05 10 20 11 45 .New Richmond. 2 55 7 15 443
to D. R. Meengs, drug Store.
free of charge. This great remedy was
11 57 11 55 12 85 ..Gd. Junction.. 215 5 52 3 55
discovered by a missionary in South
IT’ REMER8, H., Physician and Surgeon. ResiIX.
dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market America. Send a self-addressedenvelope
12
85
520
3
35
12 20
12 55
200
street. Office at the drug store of Kremurs & to the REV. JOSfePH T. INMAN, Station
2506 cubic yards of earth removed at 13)* ct.,
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
1 50 3 15 2 20 .Bentofi Harbor.12 50 320 2 20
D, New York
28-1 y
$332.01: Total, $399.95.—Job accepted and the
from 5 to
50-ly
2 15 3 30 2 80 ...St. Joseph.

Duchy

PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
agreeable to the palate and highly nutritiThe following bills were presented for payment:
ous; it is said also to possess tonic properJohn De Boer, freightand cartage on oil....$ 5 63
Grand Haven Herald, notice of building. ... 2 35 ties. This plant is especially valuable, as
P. H. McBride,salary City Att’y ............12 50
PITY HOTEL. Mrs. -J. Meyers & Sons.Pro- SHILOH'S CATARRH REMEDY— a positive C. Landaal
" Treasurer ....... 22 91 it comes in during tbe first four months of
\J prletors.The only flrst-classHotel in the cure for Cafarrh, Diphtheriaand Canker Mouth. Ed. Vaupell,
“ Marshal .........25 00 the year, when other vegetables are acarco.
city. Is located in the business center of the town, Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Geo. II. 81pp.
•• Clerk ........... 29 17
and has one of the largest and best samnle rooms
G. Van Kcrkfort. teaming ...................12 87 The following directlona for Its cultivation
in the State. Free bus in connection with the Ho" HACKMETACK."a lastingand fragrant per- P. Pluim, sifting19 yards of gravel .......... 9 50
are summarizedfrom a contributionby
tel. Holland,
10-ly
fnme. Price 25 and 50 cents. Sold by D. R, Workman & Van Ark, book case for City LiMeengs.
brary ..................
. ...............21 00
M. Paris to the Be'yian Journal of PractiI)U(ENIX HOTEL. Ryder & Ooffee.proprictors.
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued on the city
Locatednear the Chi. & W. Mich. R’y depot,
cal Agriculture,In October, a bed Is
SHILOH'S CURE WILL immediately relieve treasurer for the several amonnts.
has good facilities for the travelingpublic,ana its Cronp, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.Sold by
REPORTS OP STANDING COMMITTEES.
made In a light, sandy soil, dry rather than
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda- D. R. Meengs.
The Committee on Streets and Bridges reported
tion of guests. Hblland, Mich.
damp,
four or five feet wide, and of a
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint,yon having placed a sign against fast driving on Black
OOOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor. have a printed guaranteeon every bottle of River Highway Bridge, and presentedthe follow- depth proportionateto the quantity of
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and Shiloh’s Vitalizer. It never falls to cure. Sold by ing bills for the same, one-half of the amount to
be paid by the Highway Commissioner of Holland chiccory that it is desired to force. The
Fish strs. Twine, $1.35 per day. Good accom- D. R. Meengs.
Township, to-wlt:
modations can always be relied pn. Holland,
Werkman <6 Van Aik, sign and post ........ $ 2 60 surface of this bed, to the depth of four
8-ly
A NASAL INJECTOR free with ei^h bottle of M. F. Adair, painting and lettering .......... 2 50
or five inches, is thrown to either side; and
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents. Sold
P. A E. Winter, iron work ...................160
Lirsry and Sale Stablu.
by D. R. Meengs.
Putting np sign .............................. 70 the subsoil turned over ninesor ten inches
-«•»;
—Bills allowed and the committee on Streets and
nOONE U„ Livorv and Sale Stable. Office
deep. The chiccory roots are pulled up,
Bridges instructed,to collect from Highway Comaffdbarnou Marketstreet.EverythingflrstBring in your orders for the Fourth. mlsafoner
of Holland Township,one half of the and the tops cut off, leaving only an inch
class. ’
Ice Cream, Oranges, Lemons, Nuts and above amount.
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the above the root. A cross trench is then
Cigars by the wholesale, at the City BakT TAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
semi-monthlyreport of the Director of -the Poor
IT stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al- ery of
made in one end of the bed, and the roots
and said committee,recommending $29.80 for the
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
JOHN PBSSINK. support of the poor, for the two weeks ending are planted therein upright, close together,
33-tf
Inly 18, 1883— Approved and warrants orderedissued on the City Treasurer for the severalamonnts. so as to form a row two or three inches
•VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Old BerkshireMills, )
The Committee on Library reported progress.
Ninth street, near
{
wide. Tho soil is then banked up against
Dalton, Mass., April 27, 1882. )
COMMUNICATIONS PROM CITT.OPPICEB«.
Meat Karkati.
this compact row of plants, leaving only
Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of
The Street Commissionerreported for the month
the leaves projecting.Another row is
17’UITE,J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and this town for the past seventeen years, and of June, 1883-Filcd.
The City Clerk presentedIhc following, from
JX vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
in our employ for fifteen, and in all' Ihese
planted from two to four inches distant
the Board of Health, to-wlt:
years he has been a good and respected
Jlesolrrd.That Whereas the Board of Health of from tho former, and so on, until the
YTAN DER UAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper citizenof the town and community. He the City of Holland do declare the stagnant water
has had some chronic disease to our knowl- standingIn the excavationsmade for Brick, on whole bed is planted. All the surface soil
and twine; 8th street.
Lots 2 and 3 in Block 7, In tho City of Holland,
edge for most of the time, but now claims and
that was before taken off and thrown on
in Second and Lake streets,near said lots and
yanhfactoriei,Klllt, Stops, Stc.
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
block, to be dangerous to the public health of the either side, is then replaced; and, when it
citizensof the City of Holland, and to be a public
Chas. O. Browns, Prou’t.
pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
Ins somewhat settled and sunk, four or
of Plugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
[The wonderful case referred to above nuisance, Therefor
Pesolted, That Roost & Klaascn, John Roost,
Mil'.s.jnear foot of 8th street.
is published in another column and will the owner or owners of Lots 2 and 3. in block 7. in five inches more of light rich earth aro
\TAN RAALTE, B. dealer In Farm Implements prove of great value to thousands of our the Cltj of Holland, and the Common Connell of thrown over, so as to cpver the roots with
the City of Holland, bo directed and ordered to till
and Machinery,cor. River end Ninth Street. readers.— Ed. 1
un said excavation and abate said nuisance within about nine inches of soil. When it is desix days after the date of service on them by tho
\T7TLM8, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Marshalof the City of Holland, in compliance sired to bring tbe cbiccory on, that end
fV Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Cor- Ocr parlors are open for the public. City
with
the provisions of Ordinance No. 78. of the of the bed which is to be taken first is cov10th and River streets.
Ice Cream, Soda Water, Lemonade and
Notary Putllci.

p.m. a.tn. a. m.
10+30

In Holland, Belgium, and the Grand
Bourbon,

Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames.etc. : River st.

Holland.

to

TOWNS.

Ohiocoryas a Vegetable.

V

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.

From

594.

I

Roads.

Taking Effect, Sunday June

lomcuL.i

NO.

Mich.

months.

at six

BYEK, BROUWER *

WHOLE

1883.

V

ROGERS.

H.

THAYER, of

H.

Ind., says: "Both myself and wife owe onr lives to

CO., Dealers In all hiioh's ConsumptionCure.” Sold by D. R.
ItI kinds of Furniture. Curtalus,Wall Paper, Meengs.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WILLIAM

THE REV. GEO.

7,

Common GounolL

.

raralture.

\f

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

PAitM 'tel

inesB.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

1

HOLLAND,

22.

it

is possible to obtain
histori-

W.

“My mother has got a new

seal-skin

sacque, and yours baint.”

cal

accounts. “A Good Fellow,” by

O.

Bates, is a well-written and pathetic frizzles her hair

“I don’t care!” replied the other; “she

and uses paint, and that
and “Solon’sMother” Is a capital is just as tony.”
bit of character drawing. Among the
An old colored preacher In Atlanta, Ga.,
poems in the nnmber, “Lovr Has Deceivwas lecturing a youth of his fold about the
ed Me,” by Stuart Sterna, exhibits resin of dancing, when tbe latter protested
markable talent. Tbe “Monthly Gossip”
that tbe bible plainly said “There ia atlme
contains, among other short papers, some
to dance.” “Yes, dar am a time to dance,”
interestingrecollectionsof John Howard
said the dark divine, “and it’s when a boy
story,

Btrawherries can be procured of me Especial attention given to collecting
Payne, with extractsfrom bis tfnpnblisbed
either for daily use or for caneing purgits a whippln’for going to a ball**
claima. All businessentrusted to
letters. It is safe to predict ao extensive
poses. I will deliver the berries snywhere
me will be faUbfally cared for.
As well expect life without air, at health
in the ciiv.
circulationfor this number, in anticipaA. P.
U. UITEHWUK,
without
pure blood. Cleanse tbe blood
tion of which a large extra edition baa
20*2wks. Cor. of River sod 14th streets.
Zeeland, Mich. been printed.
with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

2Hf

STEGBNGA,

Wasson was graduated at West Point In 1871.
Where to Get • Divorce.
TAX-6ATHEREBS OlSMSED.
a white woman, Mra Rogers, for Having resigned from the army soon after
Miss Belva Lockwood, the
graduation, he became a professor of Mathwhich his companion negro, named Lacy, ematics in a Japanese college. He after- lawyer of Washington, gives a digest
Order Consolidating (lie Internal*
had been lynched the day before The ward attained the po-itionof Chiaf Engi- the divorce laws in several Statea,
-gji tii l
Deputy Sheriff with guards attempted neer in Ahe Japanese ’ army, and was is aff interesting, if not useful, epitome f
Mevenne
DistnotB.
aecoratedftfor his gerytoes in the Formo #
resistancebut were instantly covered by campaign/' Before returning to this fipuntij of our various and varying laws upon
HOLLAND Cm. MICHIGAN.
The If amber Cat Down From 126
the assailantsand secured,the ceil un- he was mlfie Professorof Civil Engineering this subject.
locked,Douglass pinionedand placed on a at the ImperialUniversity of Tokio. In
to 82.
In Maine “divorces may be deemed j
horse. The band then disappeared as quick- 1876 he was appointeda Paymasterin the
.......
ly and mysteriouslyas it had arrived. United States army, and for five or six years when the Judge deems it reasonableand
proper, conducive to domestic harmony
[Washington Telefram.1
The following morning, two miles from he has been stationedin Texas. #
the citv, the carcass of Douglass was
and consistent with the welfare of so-! TOe President haa iisued an order cutting
A New York commercialagency has
found *hanging from a tree with four
ciety.” It is undoubtedly easier to pi[0- , down the number of collection districts
THE EAST.
bullet -holes through the- head
compiled and published a table of the buscure a divorce than to get a drink in from 126 to eighty-two. This pruning proThree men were killed and one fatally
Gov. Butler and Lieut. Gov. Ames wounded in a quarrel at Collinsville. Ala iness failures over the entire country for the Maine. “Any just cause at the discretion cess has been in contemplationfor seme
attended the Harvard College commence- The participantsin the tragedy were A. B. first half of the present year. They indicate
* I of the Judge” may dissolve the tie in , time, and political bosses, place-holdersand
ment exercises, the Governor proceeding to Hall and son and John and Bob Mullens.
1 North Carolina In Virginia there is a
Government «mplov« !n expectancyhave
They owned adjoining projierty.and a disCambridge in an open barouche, drawn by
pute arose regardingthe boundary line ing periods of the two previous years provision that, “if a woman is discoveredbeen besiegingthe President,crying to him
taining the negro Doug’ ass. guilty of out-
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six horses, escorted by the NationalLancers,
The Governor made a speech at the alumni

i

Tom

Hall built

, ,

a fence which the Mullens’ For tne

first six

..

. j

months in

’

1881 the

failun* after marriage to have borne

a

bad char- 1 and threateninghim But

he was obdurate.

claimed was improperly located, and were , 2,862 in number: the iii>t
* acter before marriage, without the Then he was reminded of the great Influthey threatened to remove it Hall six months of 1882, 2,397; the first half
said he would kill the man who of 1888, 4,637. The liabilitiesshow a greater knowledge of the man to whom she is ence of collectorsat election time, and
touched 'it Bob Mullens went out increase in 1883. The liabilitiesfor the first married, he may be divorced.”In West hints were slyly put forward about the util-

dinner, eulogising the University,and particularly- its war record. . .Widespread ruin
has been caused in Pennsylvania by continuous heavy rains Railways suffer through to remove it and was shot dead by Hall six months were #40,000,000; in 1882,#50,000,- Virginia this rule is reversed in favor of ity of these offices in working up an Arthur
wrecked bridges and washed-out tracks, His brother,John Mullens,, who was present,, 000; the first six months of 1883. #60,000,0'. (X
the woman, in case the man has beerf an i “boom. * This little artificewas as useless as
and the loss in crops is very heavy.
was also shot and fatally wounded. He, The increase in liabiliiesthe last half of the
tears and threats had been. The President
ante-nuptials rake. In Connecticut such
f<)rty-toui decapitations,
however, had strength to* jerk out a pistol,
animal boat-race between the and killed Hall on the spot. Hall's father year is attributed to the large speculative mischief or misbehavior as permanently and upon the annihilationof forty-fourusefailures in the West, but even deducting the
crews of Harvard and Yale was witnessed by then approachedand was immediately indebtedness springing from this cause, the destroys happiness and defeats the pur- less offices. The new order of things begins
an immense conpoune at New’ London, Ct killed. Mullens then tell mortally wounded. increase in failuresand liabilities is very poses of marriage shall constitute a le- July 1, or as soon thereafter as practicable.
the parties are wealthy and prom’nent,
marked. There were 165 failures during the
Illinois loses two dlstricta,The Second
The distance row'ed was four milea All
incapacity is
------ than
---is and Third will be consolidated,and will be
A. B. Hall being the senior member of Hall, week ending July 1. thirteen
less
the , gal divorce.” Mental incapacity
Harrvard won by fifteen lengths. Time, Mackey A Co., a leadingfirm in North Ala- preceding week, twelve more than the cor- , ground for a divorce m Georgia, which known as the Second. Lnoien Crooker will
twenty-fiveminutes and forty-six seconda.... bama
responding week of 1882, and sixty-two j8 an exceptionalState in this respect. be Collector, with headquarters at Aurora
The house and grounds of the late Cornelius
Tte Seventh and Eighth districtswill be
recumbent figure of Gen. Til
J. Vanderbilt at Haitford,which originally
extended to
or immorality, committed lie merged qnder the name of the Eighth, with
cost #325,000. were told at auction the other Robert E Lee was unveiled at Lexington, a building containing powder and coal oil, ; f°re aR wed as nftor marriage, dissolves John W. Hill as Collector. The following
day for #40.300. The glassware and pictures
and the spectatorswere treated to a terrific the tie in Alabama. In Delaware, on are the changes in neighboring States:
went for a ‘‘song. ”. . .Tit has been discovered Va, a procession marching to the cemetery explosion, which injured ten persons seri- the other hand, adultery is not of itself,
Wisconsin— All east of the dividing line is to
that Tynan, the original No. 1, has for three and decorating the grave of Stonewall Jack- ously, one of whom soon died.
be known as the First district,with living Min all cases, considereda sufficientcause Bean Collector. His headquarterswill probably
months past been in the employ of a dry- son, and later that of Lea Wade Hampton
goods house at Rochester, but fearing a was Chief Marshali'Jubal A. Early, presidThe glass factories in the neighbor- for divorce. Failure to procure the be at Milwaukee- All west of tbe dividing line
movement for his extradition he returned ing officer, and John W. Daniel orator. hood of Wheeling, W. Va, have closed for necessaries of life is ample to secure a will be known as the Second district witn Leonard LottridgeCollector.
to New York, to be near his counsel
Father Ryan recitedan original poem, “The
/ndtana— The Tenth and Eleventh districts
six weiks* rest This involvesthe idleness of separation in Nevada. Divorce is perSword of Lea”. . .Mra Pope, a resident of
The wheat-growers of Berks county, Milan, Tenn., was stung on the nose by a bee
Pa, have reason to be unhappy. The Hes and died from the effects of the sting in a
First and Seventhare consolidated to be known
as the Beventh, with William W. Carter Collectdan fly is manipulating one portion of the few minutes. She was apparentlyin good #35,000. ____ Montreal reports the arrival of Union.— C/iicoyoNews.
18,000 immigrants during June A depot
or. He will probably continue his headquarwheat plants and a small green worm is health at the tima
ters at Terre Haute. The Fourth and Sixth are
similar to Castle Garden Is about to be estabdevastatingthe grain at the head. Old
consolidated under the name of the Fourth, with
Martin Joseph, colored, for the mur- lished.
Walt Whitman an Upside-DownDandy. Horace McKay as Collector. He will probably
farmers say f similar worm played havoc
with the crop a quarter of a century age. der of Bud Stevens and wife, William
his office at Indianapolis.
There is deep feeling among memThe poetry of the future holds that have
Jotra— Cedar, Clinton, Jackson,Jones, Linn,
... .A manager from Australia has concluded Finch for the murder of two soldiers, and
arrangementswith Mrs Langtry for an en- Tualisto, a Creek Indian, for the murder of bers of the Masonic order In Canada on ac- all modern poetry, Tennyson particu_____
________
ka. Poweaheik,
Keolm)^Iow»,
Benton, Mahaska,
count of the decision that under the laws larly, is dainty and over-perfumed, and i _______
gagement of four months next year, at £500
Emanuel Cochran, were hanged at Fort
Tama, Marion, Jasper, Warren, Polk, Madison.
per week.
~
the acts of the Grand Lodge of Quebec are Whitman speaks of it with that
Dallas, Adair, Guthrie,Cass, Audubon, PottaSmith, Ark. All admitted their guilt,andsaid
illegal and that all who have united with it
Shelby and Harrison counties are
A coal tram on the Rochester and they were prepared to die.... Tony James can be subjected to heavy penalties.*The tempt which he everywhereaffects for wattamie,
consolidatedinto one district,to be known as
(colored) was hanged at Darien, Ga, for .the
the dandy. But what age of time ever
the
Second,
with John W. Green Collector. All
Pittsburghroad, broke on a steep grade a murder of Prince Anderson. The execution question will pass iflto the Dominion courts
and then be appealedto the law Lords of* yielded such a dandy as the founder that portion of the State south of the counties
few miles south of the viaduct at Kinzua, was public and was witnessedby a large
is consolidated into one district, knows
England.... Bv tne cansizing of a boat off
“of tliis school, Whitman himself? The named
Seven cars and a passenger-coach crowd, white and black. The condemned Prince Edward Island, one man and five
as the Fourth,with J.JV. Burdette Collector-4
simpering
beau
who
is
the
product
of
was reconciled to his fate George Lake,
new appointmentABt hat portion of the Bute
went down at the rate of eighty miles an
women were drowned.
colored, was hanged at Cambridge,Md., for
the tailor’s aid is certainly absurd north of the counties aimed is constituted one
hour, striking an approachingcoal train. a felonious assault upon Mrs. Stewart C.
known aa the Third, with James E.
FOREIGN.
enough; but what differenceis there district,
Simpson Collector.
Seven men were killed and several others Simmons, in April last
Cable dispatches report that the between that and the other dandy upMichigan— The State is to be divided by a
were injured. A lady passenger states that
Two Virginia editors— W. C. Elam, panic over the plague in Egypt has spread side-down, who from equal motives of line running north and south which now marks
the conductor and both brakemen on the
the boundariesof the United States judicial
broken train were asleep at the time of the of the Richmond IKAty, and R. F.. Beirne, of throughoutEurope. The German Govern- affectation,throws away coat and vest, districts. All easf of the line is to be known as
the first district James. H. Stone is Collector.
disaster.... Maj. Phelps, the Philadelphia the Richmond Sta/r*— fought a duel at New ment has sent medical experts to Damietta dons a slouch hat, opens his shirt so as
almshousefraud, has been sentenced to five Hope, Va. The distance was eight paces, to investigateand report whether the fatal to expose his breast, and industriously He will pronably have his headquarters at
Detroit All west of the line will be known as
years solitary confinement
the
circulates his portrait thus taken in his the Fourth district with Charles W. Watkins.
weaPonB revolvers,and the cartel procounty prison
hard
The
Turkish, French, Italian, and Austrian _____
Q
! Collector. He will probablybe located at Grand
A railway collisionoccurred at Hartford, vided that after one round, if no one should Governments have ordered strict quaran- own book? And tliis dandyism— the Rapids.
CL, resulting in two locomotivesbeing be hurt, firing should begin again, both par- tine against all vessels arrivingfrom dandyism of the roustabout — I find in
Mitsouri—ThtFirst and Second districtsare
smashed, two cars derailed, and injuries to ties advancing and shooting ad libitum.At African porta A dispatch from Damietta Whitman’s poetry from beginning to consolidated, with Isaac H. Sturgeon Collector.
He will probably make St Louis his heada dozen persons, dne-half of whom were the first round neitner man was says that city is being rapidly deserted.All
second shots were fired, steamship berths for a week hence are end. Everywhereit is conscious of it- quarters.The Fifth and Sixth are consolidated,
women. ... .A fire at Pawtucket, R. L, destroyed the Arcade building and the Dexter and Mr. Elam staggered, supposing already engaged One hundred and eighty self, everywhereit is analyzing itself, with Phillip DopplerCollector.
Mnneaota—TtieFirst and Second arc conYarn Company’s mills, involving a loss of he was shot in both thigha He refugees from there are quarantined in the everywhere if is poising to see if it can- solidated,
with WilliamBickel Collector. He will
had, however, received only one wound,
#115, 000.....A Meadvillegirl named Jenvicinity of Port Said Many fatal cases of not assume a naive and striking attitude, probablybe located at SL Paul.
nie Roberts drowned herself to spite though a verv serious one. Mr. Beirne then cholera are reported from Port Said, Rosetta
O/ito— The Third and Sixth districtsare conher parents, who had refused to let raised his hat to the little group of Elamites, and Mansur an A commissionhas been everywhereit is screwing up its eyes, solidated, with George P. Dunham Collector.
and
retired
quickly
from
the
scene
Mr.
not
into
an
eye-glass
like*
the
convenHis
headquarters will probablybe Dayton. The
attend
dancing party.
formed to provide means 'for protecting
Twenty-three “assisted”immigrants were Elam was taken to the house of the Lieuten- Alexandria against the malady.
tional dandy, bu tinto an expressionsup- Seventh and Eleventh are consolidated, with
Marcus Boggs Collector. His office will probably
sent back to England from New York last ant Governor of the State, near by, where
Negotiations between Russia and posed to be fearsomely rough and bar- be at Chillioothe. Tbe Fourth and Tenth are
week by the authorities.... The steamsflip the doctors extracted the lead.
baric and frightful to the terror-stricken consolidated, with John P. Kumler Collector.
Nevada,* which arrived at New York last
POLITICAL.
the Vatican have ended satisfactorily, the
The Fifteenth and Eighteenthare consolidated,
reader; and it is almost safe to say that
week, brought 630 Mormon converts. . .In a
The Iowa Republicansmet in con- Catholicheirarchy in the Czar’s domain being one-half of Whitman’s poetic work has with Worthy B. Streeter Collector. His office
coal-shaft near Scranton, Pa, three men
will probablybe in Cleviland.
vention at Des Moines, and was temi>orarily given freedom on matters of faith, but interwere suffocatedby foul air.
ference in the que -tion of temporal power consisted of a detailed descriptionof
presided over by Horn John A. Kasson, Col
THE WEST.
the song he is going to sing. It is the
is forbiddea In regard to the recent proFIRE
D. B. Henderson being made permanent test of the Pope to President Grevy, the extreme of sophisticationin writing.—
The editor of the CincinnatiPrice
French
Government
pemflte
the
President
Chairman. Gov. Sherman and Lieut Gov.
Sidney Lanier.
. Current publishesthe result of an extended
Manning were renominated. Judge Reed, to answer the circular personally,and the
Dreadful Holocaust at a Town on the
reply will be conciliatory.
investigationthrough the producing States
of Council Bluffs, was placed on the ticket
Shore# of Lake Como.
Next Thing to It
of the West concerning the corn and wheat for the Supreme Bench, and John W.
The question of the deportationof
crops He places the aggregate wheat crop Akins for Superintendentof Public In- paupers from Ireland td the United States
“Isn’t that pretty steep ?” replied a
Forty-Seven Out of an Audience of but
at 440,000,000 bushels against 504,000.0 )0 last structioa Among the Vice Presidents at the expense of Great Britain was brought man who was asking for a railroad
Ninety Burned to Death in a Halt
year. The corn crop is reported in good of the conventionwas Addison Rhodes,
up in the House of Commons. Trevelyan, ticket to Lansing.
stand generally, the acreage considerablv a negro who had been .sold on the
“Usual rate, sir.”
increased,and the condition averaging well, auction block. The Republicans of Minne- Chief Secretary for Ireland, was Interro[Cable Dispatchfrom London].
“Rut don’t you sometimes make a
though backward. Manv tactions now have sota assembled atrSt Paid and renominated gated by Mr. Cowen, and entered a general
Forty-seven persons were burned to death,
drawbacks from excessive rains, which in- Gov. Hubbard. C. A. Gilman was nominated denial. He said the emigrants shipped by discount?”
the Commissioners hud been supplied
terfere with tilling.Seventy per cent of for Lieutenant Governor. Fred Vorbaura“Sometimrs— to clergymen. Are you and about forty seriouslyscalded or otherwith funds and no paupers had been
the returns report fair to good supplies of back for Secretary of State, Charles Kittlewiee injured, while witnessing a puppet
a
clergyman?”
sent
by
the
Board
of
Guardians..*..
son for 'Freasuier. W. J. Hahn for Attorney
old corn on hand.
General, and J. R Baker, Railroad Commis- The Chinese Legationat London has re“Well, not exactly,” slowly replied show in Dervio, a village on the shore of
ceived a telegramfrom Shanghai stating the man, as he scratched his ear, “but I Lake Como. The performancewas given in
The Supreme Court of Ohio, in sus- sioner.
that the report of a settlement of the Tontaining the Scott law, holds that legislative
Washington telegram: “The state- quin questionhad no foundation It is reckon I’m the next thing to it. I’ve a small hall over a tavern Ninety men,
power is ample to make laws absolutelypro- ment made at the InternalRevenue Bureau staled that the French Embassador aWShanij- stood by and seen my dog all chawed women and children composed the audience.
hai behaved with great rudeness toward Li up and never wanted to lick the owner A Bengal light was used to represent lire.
hibiting all traftic in intoxicating liquors.
as to the complaintin Iowa as to the reSparks from thin igniteda quantity of straw
Saloonkeepersall over the State are paying moval of CollectorSherman is that Sherman Hung Chang, who refused to meet the of the animal.”
French Embassador again Ll Hung Chang
and firewood in the adjacent loom.
the tax under protest The City Council at was not physicallycapable to perform the has returned to Tientsin, because he sees no
paid full i&re.— Detroit Free
On perceiving the flames the showman
Columbus finds that the rtaeipts will duties of his ottice.ami that he would have chance of reaching an understanding.... Press.
shouted “fire,” but the spectators thought
support the police and poor departments. . soon been compelled to retire on the ground The Australian colonies are about to ask
the cry was merely a realistic detail of the
A secret convention was held in Indianapolis, of ill-health.”
admission to the Universal Postal Union,
show, and remained seated.
They
who
forgive
most
shall
be
most
lost week, to organize a company and is-«ue
which will leave Bolivia the only country
: Cries of fire were soon rais ?d outside the
WASHINGTON.
#300, 000, U 0 of stock to build double-track
forgiven. — Dailey.
with an organized service outside the union
hall The audience thinking an affray,had
narrow-gaugeroads from New York to San
Congressman Charles O’Neill, of ____ The British Lords rejected the bill perarisen in the street, barred the door leading
Franck co and from Chicago to New Orlean-.
from the hall They did not discover their
Pennsylvania, says that there will be an in- mitting marriage with a deceased wife's
THE
MARKET.
mistake until the flames burst into the
Hiram Blair and wife, of Keithsburg, vestigation by Congress,of the reasons for Bister— 145 to 14U
room.
NEW
YORK.
Within
twenty-four
hours
there
were
HI, have for months lived so unhappily be- closing the Philadelphia navy-vard;that
After the fire had been extinguished,forteBeeves .........................
*..# 5.«o @6.72
cause of the attentions paid the “wife by Philadelphiagave the ground to tne Govern- 107 deaths from cholera at Damietta Seven Hoos .............................6.85 @ 7.12)$ seven charred corpses were found near tne
ment tor the purpose of a navv-yard, and
table, including the bodies of the showman
another man that the husband frequently that It is a violation of good faitii to close it deaths from tne plague occurred at Mansu- Floub— Superfine ............. .... 3.40 g 4.25
Wheat— No. l White ............. \.U%@ 1.15 )• SHU
and UlB
his wife The greater number
uumuc* vii
of the
uuw
warned her that he would do some shooting. ....DavidB. Parker declines the ap- rah. A vessel from Bombay, with cholera
*7n°-2 110(1 ...............
remains are those of women and children.
Gefing into a fresh quairel, the other night, pointment of Postmnsterat Washington, on board, arrived at Havre. France, but ( orn— No. 2 ....................... 61 )$©
woun(je^ were hurt foy leaping through
sailed again. Spain is greatly alarmed at Oatr— No. 2 ....................... 40)a$ .41
he drew a revolver from his pocket and shot tendered him by the President
wlndowa A child was flung out of a winthe outbreak ot the disease in Egypt, and a Pon.K— Mess ......................17.75 «17.87?*
her in the right sine, the luUl striking a rib
dow by its mother, and fell upon a pile of
Laud
..............................
9K0
. 9'u
The
Government
lias
a
judgment
of
Paris
joumal
condemns
the
British
Governand making only a flesh wound. She started
straw. This is the only one present in the
CHICAGO.
ment
for
not
taking
steps
to
prevent
the
to run, but he caught her, ICO yards away, #10,000 against Tom Ochiltree, which he is
Beeves— Good to Faiiov Steers. C.oo 6? 6.05
hall not hurt
scourge
gaining
a
foothold
on
British
soil,
and lodged a bullet in her spinal column, in- very anxious to compromise for #500. A
Cows and Heifers ...... 4.60 (gi 5.10
Denrio is a charming little village on the
as it would then be impossible to keep tbe
flicting a death wound. The City Marshal
Medium
to Fair ........6-40 (f* 5.76
borders of Lake Como, very sequestered
Texan friend of the Congressmanhas offered contamination from the continent
Hoos ...... ....................... 5.7U (at 6.35
had just placed his hand on Rlair s shoulder
and picturesque. It is about six miles north
to give #5,000 for the claim.
It is stated in London that the Marquis of Flouk— Fancy White Winter Ex. o.oo ® 6.25
when the latter wheeled round and killed
of Bellaglo, a charmingseaside resort much
Lansdowne,
Chairman
of the joint commitGood
to Choice Hpr’g E*. 5-SO *4 5.75
himself.
President Arthur lias modified his
frequented by English and American tour•»»,
tee on the project of tunneling the channel Wheat-No. 2 Spring ............
No. 2 lied Winter .......
1.06 a ists, and about thirty milea north of Coma
The incorporators of the colossal order for the consolidationof internal -re- between England and France, will report
Oobn-No. 2 ......................
.M'-je*!.whi Most of its Inhabitants are simple country
narrow-gaugerailroad scheme at Indianap- venue districts, by which the present Col- favorably on the scheme A minority re- UATb — No. 2 ....................... 3234 tSI .3#
peasants, fishermen
wood-chopport, backed up by a lot of military opinions,
RYE— No 2 ........................ 05*4(3 .65 *3 pers. .The population Is about 1,01x1
olis claim that when #10,000,000shall have lector of Utah, Orlando J. Hollister, yields
will be submitted in oppositidn.... Germany HAnLKY— No. 2 ....................
68
I#
.70
puppet theater
low
been subscribed by tne people California the office to Thomas P. Fuller, of Montana, is converting Custrin,as a point to cover BUTTKn— Choice Creamery ....... .21 (& .22
stone huiioing, containing bnt one room
in the Berlin from Russian invasion, into a first. capitalists stand ready to take the remaining on account of tie greater collections
Koos— Fresh ...................... 14)3** .15
about 20 feet wide and 35 feet long, and
northern* portion of the district ____ The class fortress, capable of sheltering 50,000 I’OUK — Mess ......................15.87)3016.00
stock.
could hold about 209 persona There was no
commerce of the United Ktates with other troops.
Laud .............................
5) ‘a®
.
gallery, and the performancesgiven there
A dispatch from Wilcox, Arizona, countries for the year ending May 31, as
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 96)30 .96?4 were generallymarionette exhibitions, which
shown
by
the
Treasury
reports,
makes
a
A
cable
dispatch
of,
the
2d
inst.,
says: “The Indians reported at Ash canon,
appeared to please the country folk more
very favorable exhibit The excess of ex- says that 119 deaths from cholera occurred COKN-NO. 2 ....................... 61*30 .51
on the Arizona and New Mexican line, with ports over imports is nearly #10U,l)00,00Ui
OATH— No. 2 ...................... .32 *30 .3234 than would the playing of a tragedy or the
IfYK— No. 2 .......................
.53)v music of an opera
at
Damietta
in
twenty-four
houra
Most
the cavalry in pursuit, are the Chiricanuas,
Baulky— No. 2 .................... C5J40 .6634
A Washington telegram says : tn re- of the physicians becoming panic-stricken Poke
The companies that are in the habit or exwho were to have been on, the reservation
— Mess ......................15.90 016.60
hibiting these marionettes consist generally
several days ago. but who were deterred by gard to the fact that notice Is to be given by at tbe horrible mortality bad tied tbe city. Laiid .............................. 9‘aifli .9*4
of four or five people who impersonateby
ST. LOUIS.
the knowledge of the fact that they could President Arthur to the Canadian Govern- Peieons attemptingto pass tbe sanitary
means of little wooden figures the coaraonot enter the reservation there. The hoslines In Egypt had been ordered to be shot Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.06*30 1.08
ment of the abrogationof the fishery clauses The French Government has decided to quar- Cohn— Mixed ............. . ........ 44 0 .44*4 ters of Arleccbino, Pantalone, Brighetta,
tiles are said to be greatlyincensed at what
Oath-No. 2 ....................... 33 0 .34 ’3 Miss Colombinaand Dr. Balanzone. While
they consider a breoch of faith. Another of the Washington treaty, Prof. Hind, of entine all vessels suspected of having cholRye. ...............................47*40 .47!-i the puppets are being worked bv means of
Windsor,
N.
&,
has
addressed
a
note
on
the
murderous raid is anticipated.”. . .A family
era on board, as the British authoritieshave Pork— Mesa ......................17.40 017.60
little strings, the actors behind them speak
subject
to
PlrtitaflordNorthcote,
leasserting
of five persons were drowned in the Ohio
been known to grant clean bills of health to Labd .............................. u 0 .0)6
in the different Italian dialectsSuch a
river, twenty miles below Madison, Ind. , by former statemt hts touching the falsity of ships from infected norte. The annual pilCINCINNATI.
documents presented to the Fisheries Com- grimage to Mecca has been prohibited by Wheat-No. 2 Red. ..............
1.06- 0 1.C6X little town as Dervio is visited by the
the upsetting of a skiff.
__ __
li-U ---- 1 __ l.t __
of
mission
in 1878. and making affidavitsthat the Governor of Algiers. Every precaution Corn ...........
A2 0 .62)4 strolling players about two or three times a
J. H. SlMER. a negro, who almost the Canadian Government oiticeraunder- has been token to guard the British troops Oath. ..............................:i6!30 .3634 year, especially in the summer months, and
RYE. .............................. 57*30 .58
their stay is generally from four days to a
killed Miss Kate Maguire in the outskirts of took, for certain reasons, to tamper with in Egypt
Pork— Mess ........ ............. 17.00 017.00)4 week. The exhibitionsare generally given
and bribe the United States representatives.
Louisiana,Mo., having been partially identiIt is thought the breaking out of the Lard .............................. 9 0 .9)4 in little rooms adjoining summer gardens
TOLEDO.
GENERAL.
and beer saloons.
fied bv his victim,was taken from the jail
cholera will cause a panic in the British grain Wheat— Na 2 Red ..... .........1.06*40 1.06*6
Some
weeks
ago
it
was
discovered
at Bowling Green, by a party of eight men,
Corn ...............................53*40 .5:1)3
trade, the speculators of England having
33340 -34
CURRENT FASHION NOTES.
and hanged to a tree by rope holtera He that Maj. James R. Wasson, United States made large purchases of East Indian grain, Oats— No. 2 .......................
DETROIT.
made a full confe aion or his crime, and ad- Paymaster, had stolen nearly #0,(X0 of the
Flour
.......... ......
4.25
0
4.M
which the prevalence of the plague there
mitted that be had served lourvears in the
The shell hat and the fan capote are the
Government money which hail been placed will prevent being handled. Under Aese Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 1,12 0 1.14
penitentiary for a similar offense at St.
Cons— No. 2 ....................... 85 0 .56
j lat.st novelty in millinery,
in his hands, and had tried to account for ciroumstanoes America, it is presumed, will OAT-8— Mixed ...................
.45 0 .46
Charles. . .Off the \Ve«tern Indiana track at
j Every fashionable girl has now a banjo
20.60 021.00
at Forty-first street, Chicago, a Wabash train the deficiencyby assertingthat he had been be called upon to supply European wants. PORK-Mess ......................
upon which ^he plays “darky” songa
. .Gladstones latest plan
for nulINDIANAPOLIS.
crushed a Stock Yards street-carinto frag, robbed. He was tried by court-martial,
Wheat—
Na
2 Red .......... ..... 1.02 01.02*4
lifying
the
influence
of
Irish
NaThe most fashionablewomen now endeavand
the
sentence,
which
has
just
been
apments. Twelve persons were seriouslyinCorn— No. 2 ....................... <8 0 .48*«i
proved by the President!; is that he be dis- tionalists in the House of Commons Oats— Mixed.. ............. ^j!40 .32‘s or to make each one of their letters In
jured, three or more of them fatally.
writing an inch in length and correspondhonorablydischarged and that he Ire con- is to abolish a number of the small boroughs,
„ east liberty. £a.
THE SOUTH.
fined at hard labor in the penitentiary for cutting down the representationof Ireland CATTLK-Beet ............
f.10 0 6.25 i ingly broad
in the imperial Parliament by about twenty
Fair .....................6.85 0 C.OO
Doited and tambour muslins, worn over
dispatch from Jefferson, Texas, eighteen months and that the facte respect- votes. . .A conflagrationin the oily of AixCommon ............
5.26 0 5.76
ing his crime and its punishment be pubcolor, with yards of lace and ribbons for
6.70
says, that a column of 159 horsemen sudden- lished
6.50
Iowa, thd State from la-Chapelle,in Rhinish Prussia,yesterday, Hoos ........................
ore among the prettiest of toilets
Sheri* ..................
... .. 3.W) s 5. 60 trimming,
Jy galloped up and surrounded the jail con- which he was appointed to the army. destroyed twenty houses.
ior the seaside.
.
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PEARLS FROM HOLMES.

not the law. The startled old counselor

could hardly believe his own ears.
Some Exlwte From Uie Writing* of
fotlattd
“What did you say, sir?” he asked,
Oliver Wendell Holmes.
sharply. “I said,” repeated the young
You may set it down as a truth, which
Judge, “that you need go no further admits of few exceptions, that those
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
on that line of argument; that you who ask your opinion really want your
praise.
were not stating the law as it is.”
Memory is a net. One finds it full of
A Lodiavule man, having gone to “Well, sir; well, sir,” said the old genfish when he takes it from the brook,
see a play where the principal actress tleman, taking off his eye-glassesnerv- but a dozen miles of water have run
plunged from a ferry boat into the riv. ously, “perhaps your Honor knows the through it without sticking.
God bless all good women 1 To their
er, astonishedhis roonwnate that night, law better than I do ;” and then, in a
soft hands and pitying hearts we must
who sat up reading,by rising straight more insolent tone, “your long experiall come at last.
on the bed and, throwing his arms ence no doubt enables you to speak. ”
Put not your trust in money but put
wildly above his head, dive headfore- “Mr. Clerk,” said the new District your money in trust.
When a strong brain is weighed with
most to the floor. On opening his eyes Judge, “enter up a flue of $25 against
a true heart, it seems to me like balhe asked if she had been saved, and Judge Complete for contempt of court;”
ancing a bubble against a wedge of
then it was learned that he had been and Judge Complete, routed for the

;4|g

It

gold.

dreaming, and that he plunged from the

Controversy equalizes fools and wise
down in a
bed to the floor to save Carrie Swain daze. The young Judge is now known men in the same way—- and the fools
know it.
from a watery grave. He has a sore as Postmaster General Gresham.
I find the great thing in this world is
head and a bruised body, but he will
not so much where we stand as in what
The Town of Red Bank, N- J-^ is all
be able to be out in a few days.

The

sleeping-carcompanies

first

make

time in many years,

sat.

MICfflGAN AFFAIRS.

STATE CONVENTIONS:

ooa

• Fibs destroyed

Iowa Republicans Nominate Got
Sherman for Re-election*

Catholicpriesta of Detroit, is dead, aged

Got. Hubbard Similary Honored

year

Minnesota.

a sleeping-car “shall

the right to say whether

the

have

upper

double berth shall be opened or closed
until such upper berth is actually sold

and occupied,” and that thereupon it
shall be the duty of the conductor “to
comply with the request

of such per-

sons or persons.”

The Republican State Convention of low '
met at Dos Koines on the 27th of Jane, and
completed Its work In less than three hoars.
Hon. John A. Kasson was made temporary
Chairman Every county In the State waa
represented CoL D. B. Henderson,of Dubuque, was made permanent presidingofficer. On motion of J. H. Lozier,Boren R
Sherman was renominatedfor Oovernorby
'

Thb water-works company at
after going

Adrian,

down twenty-fiveor thirty

feet,

struck a vein of quicksand sixty feet thick.

A notorioushouse on the

outskirts of

Coldwater, kept by Josie Myers, was burned,
together with the contents and apparel of

the inmates. Total loss

about

In-

sured for 91,0921

acclamation.
From motives of mischief, disguised as
On motion of Aaron Kimball, of Howard,
0. H. Manning was lenomiAatedfor lieu- “virtuous Indignation,”certain wild citizens
tenant Governor by ocolamatloa
made a raid on the Frost House, at the Sand
On motion of Mr. Russell. Professor Akera
hill, near St Louis, Gratiot county, and deof Linn, was renominatedfor Buperlntendmolished doors and windows The inmates
Judge Reed, of Council Bluffs, was nomi- fled In terror. ’
nated for Mpreme Judge on the first ballot
Thi residence of Dr. House of Tecumseh

side of an impressiblenature, it is very

was entered by a burglar.

resolution reviews the past record of the
party. Temperance is dealt with in the following two planks:
rhlle we extend oavarnest sympathy
2. That whll
to the
the people of all countries who are strugfrllng
once.
for their rifhts In oppoeitonto oppressiveUw»
Travelers change their guineas, not and systems, we also plant ourselves on the elds
of the homes of our own people In their contest
their characters.
the saloon; that when the Republican
There are three wicks to the lamp of against
party of Iowa pledged Itself in 1879 to dvo to
a man’s life : brain, blood and breath. the people at a special non-partisanelection an
Press the brain a little, its light goes opportunityto vote on a proposition to so amend
the constltatlon of the State as to prohibit the
out, followed by both the others. Stop manufacture and aale aa a beverage of Intoxithe heart a minute and out go all three cating liquors It acted In good faith, and the
special election of June 27, 1882, evidencesthe
of the wicks. Choke the air out of the redemptionof the pledge so given, ana we now
lungs, and presentlythe fluid ceases to declare that we accept the result of that elecwith lt» majority of 29,974 vote# In favor o!
supply the other centers of flame, and tion
the adoption of the amendment so voted on as

sued the robber, ran him into a fence cor.

of

ing that she would not suffer the win-

dow to remain unobstructed.She had
the ground surveyed twice, and felt
sure that she had built the obstruction
on her own land, and will not take the
boards down. Mr. Lo^ew, husband of
Mrs. Loew, says : “I did think I would
contest the right of Mrs. Finch to obstruct the view from my windows.
But I have come to the conclusion that

;

all Is

soon stagnation, cold and dark-

ness.

The scientific study of man is the
most diflicult of all branches of knowla woman. The lawyers tell me she had
edge.
no right to put up such a structure for
There are a good many real miseries
the mere purpose of cutting off light ! in life that we cannot help smiling at, but
I

imaginativeliterature lias ever included
experience of a Philadelphia

named

-

board partition close to the windows

do not care to get into a quarrel with

and air from my building,although she they are the smiles that

lad,

-

direction we are moving.
If the sense of the ridiculous is one

The possibilities of a boy’s pocket
have often engaged the descriptive
powers of humorous writers, but uo
{lie actual

01

Fimhino along the north shore of Lake
Michigan Is very poor this season, the catch
being the lightest known for yearn

low*.

but if that.is all there is in a man,
their porters lower each berth at night, Mrs. Loew’s house which
he
had
better have been an ape and
whether occupied or not, so that the ly into Mrs. Finch’s bedroom. She had
stood at the head of his professionat
person having the lower berth shall1 not warned Mrs. Loew while she was build-

lower berth in

............ -

Father ChamdiliJc, one of the pioneer

torn up because Mrs. Finch has built a

looked direct- well

enjoy more comfort than is bought.
The object is to make it necessary for
any one who requires a whole section
to pay accordingly. The Illinois Legislature has now made a law providing
that any person paying for a double

70,000 worth of lumber at
Alpena. Inauronoe, $18,-

a.

Churchill'e wharf,

Robert Cridland. He was

observed the other day, in the Chestnut Hill Consolidated School, picking

package with a pen. An instant after a loud noise rang through
the room and Robert was bounding into
the air, minus two fingers and a thumb,
a small

while the Consolidated School rapidly

became disintegrated. His plaything
was a small dynamite cartridgewhich
he had found in a quarry and had put
among the treasures of his pocket, in

make

tt

.

,

,

.

a revolver and

made

him surrender.He was taken to jail at
Adfion. He gives his name as Dunlap and

Ann Arbor.

says that he lives In

At L’Anse, recently, a

little

to death by a circus horse.

boy was kicked

He

was leading

the horse to water, and had twisted the

wrist The

strap to his

horse

became un-

manageable, and the boy was thrown down,

dragged some

distance,

and kicked so

severely that he died In about an hour.
• Ex-Rif rxhint ati

wrinkles

ye Ludinoton,of Huron

T

Aionzo Melkndt
On Saturday, June

and delivered to S

111, the

hog was sold, and

again weighed, this time, only seventeen

days from the time it was bought, it
brought down the scales at 445 pounds, a
gain of 105 pounds, or a little over six
pounds a day for the seventeen days.—

op

~

sold

B. Mallery, a hog that weighed 340 pounds.

ceivers.

in the
;

him with

doctor pur-

the verdict of the people in favor of oonitttation- county, gives the following aa the dates
&1 and statatory prohibition,and withoutmakwhen apple trees come Into full leaf and
ing any new test of party fealty we recognise
the moral and polltloal obligation which requires bloom: Eighteen hundred and flfty, May
the enaotment of such laws by the next General 31; 1853, June 15, the latest recorded; 1880,
Assembly os shall provide for the establishment
and enforcement of the principle and policy June l; 1869, May 30; 1871, May 23; 1873* June
at nala non-partlaan 1; 1875, June 1; 1880, May 19, the earliest for
affirmedby the people
____
election,and to that end the faith of the party la
thirty years; 1882, June 8; 1883, June 5.

PlOther resolutlonaof general Intereat art
as follows:
has a right to build on her own lot so an<* not
4. That the power to regulate State commerce
We must have a weak spot or two in belongs
to the General Assembly,and .that
as to shut up kv windows. However, , a cjiaracter before we can love it much. which relatesto Inter-SUteoommeroe to Conif she chooses to let the obstruction People that do not laugh or cry, or take gress, and both should be so exercised as to establish a just equilibriumbetween producers,
stand, I do not propose to interfere ; more of anything than is good for them, transporters and consumers,and all arbitrary
of pools ana combinations to
with it. As it stands on my land about or U8e an*vt^llB ',ut ^ie ‘h‘-tiouary discriminations
prevent competitionor work Injnatloeto com
.
T
.
i j words, are admirable subjects for biogmunities or indlvidnala at either competing or
two inches, I have no doubt I could , raphiea BlIt we don't t.al.e mobt for noncompeting points should be prohibited, and
compel her to move it ; but I guess it those flat-patternflowers that press such prohibition enforced ; that the General
Assembly at Its next session should snoot a law
will he quite as much annoyance to her best in the herbarium.
prohibiting the giving or receiving by public
Faith always implies the disbelief of I officers of any railway posa during tns terms of
as to me.” It is only a variation of the
iffice, and the same should be enforced by
a lesser fact in favor of a greater.
proper penalties againstboth givers and re‘Tine fence” difficulty.
Tue Broad Church, I think, will nev•
6. That stabilityIs desirable In such nubile
Boston Herald: Mrs. Lydia Pink- er be based upon anything that requires policy as relatesto and effecU all productive inthe use of language. Freemasonry dustries,and we condemn the threat of the Iowa
ham, of Vegetable Compound fame,
Democracy to disturb and keep at unrest said
gives the idea of such a church. The
. .
died not long ago of paralysis at her cup of cold water does not require to he Industries and the capital and labor employed
therein by gradual ana persistent efforts to so
residence, No. 233 Western avenue, translated for a foreignerto understand change the customs laws aa to establish fret
ivill
trade, and insist upon such revenue lows os wil
Lynn, Mass. There was no woman it. The only Broad Church possible is encourage American industriesand protect
Americanlabor, In order that the Americao
that which lias its creed in the heart,
city
well known as
workingman shall hagre * f»lr day’s wages for a
and not in the head.
fair day’s work, and tend to assure permanent
she
her name had
world-wide

- * i

ner, covered

The

-

Heading Telephone.

Fred 0. Fitibld was recently lost In the
woods of Penoka range. He worked himself to camp after being out five nights and
four days. He luckily had matches with
him, and by burning dry limbs managed to
keep

warm

during the nights. He had noth-

he kept up
pluck through the whole time. About
forty men were searching for him, but he
came out without striking them.
ing to eat during this time, and

*

his

so

A touno man, accompanied by a young
woman,
apparently nob over 18 years of age,
order to while away the monotony of
I would have a woman as true
•
came
into Middleville In search of a legal
7.
That
the
inability
of
the
Democratic
party
circulation
and
fame
and
had
beas death. At the first real lie, wliich
the arithmetichour. After all, boys of
daring ttfe six years that it held undisputed
works from the heart outward, slse control of the House of Representatives ot Con- adviser. After finding the proper person,
larger growth handle dynamite as care- come almost a household word. She
should be tenderly chloroformed into a gress to agree on legislation for the revision ol they proceeded to state their case, as follessly as young Cridland,and with even was born in Lynn, Feb. 9, 1829, both
better world, where she can have an the tariff and the reform of the civil service, lows: The young lady bad been married
her parents being Quakers. Her angel for a governess, and feed on notwithstandingboth subjects were constantly twice Hhe left her first husband; he marless excuse.
and prominentlypresent in ita platform, prommaiden name was Estes. She passed i strange fruits, which shall make her all ises and campaign activities,and the pasaagl ried again. Her second hniband she left,
of laws affectingboth of sold objects by the ReBoston Globe: F. D. Handy, of
through the public schools, graduating over again, even to her bones and mar- publican Congress at ita late session, demon- but he remains unmarried. She now wishes
Northboro, Mass., keeps a meat market,
atrates anew the Incapacity
of the former t« to unite her destiny with that of the young
1
at the Lynn Academy and teaching row.
___ with qaestiousof
>1 great public concern.
man who accom panledffier.The young man
Why can’trsomebody give us a list of deal
wliich has been infested with wharfand that the countrymoat rely on the latter fai
school both at Wareham, Mass., and
practical legislation. As well-gtonnded sap- was evidently afraid hi* fair one would take
things
which
everybody
thinks
and
norats of prodigioussize. Mr. Handy has
Lynn. Some forty years since she was body says, and another list of things ports for such reliancewe point not only to th« wings and fly away, and so he kept a close
action of the late RepublicanCongress, 08 hererecently placed in position a new large
married to Isaac Pinkham, by whom tuat everybody says and nobody thinks? tofore mentioned, bat dso to the additional hold of her hand during their meanderlngs
meat refrigerator, and the first night
facta that the cuatoma and Internal taxation wai around town.
she had four sons and one daughter.
reducedover $700,000,000, $202,000,000 appropriotHenry
(Taj
and
Emancipation.
after it was set in place a huge rat
•d for the payment of penslona to onr soldiers,
Martin Broth et, a farmer whose home Is
Three of the former are dead, but her
Henry Clay, in the last year of the and still an abundant revenue was provided to In the town of New Haven, north of Owosso,
gnawed his way through the thick
husband is still alive, as also her last century,appeared before the peo- maintainthe pabllo credit and meet all of ttu
demands on the treasury of the nation.
was beaten to death at West Owosso by Jack
planking to the interior, and was endaughter, Mrs. Caroline C. Gove. Fif- ple of Lexington, Ky., and in lofty and
The other resolutionsfavor the creation
Phelps, or Phillips,and Arthur Hteinhoff,
joying a fat repast when discovered.
Congress of a Department of Industry
teen years ago, Mrs. Pinkham com- manly tones of eloquence pleaded the by
and improvement of waterways;favor the two individualswho had been on a heavy
His ratship was captured, and Mr.
menced to manufacture the compound cause of emancipation.His wonderful repeal of the time danse in the application carousal Meeting Brophey In the street
gifts of oratory, his extraordinarypow- of soldiers for penslona,and the exemption
Handy, armed with a pah of pincers,
which has made her so widely known. ers as a logician, and his rare sagacity of soldiers' pension money and homesteads they struck him and then chased him. Owproceeded to pull out all the teetli the
She first started in the business in a struck all .who heard him with Astonish- from execution The last three resolutions ing to the hour Brophey was unable to find
protectionand was overtaken and beaten to
are u follows:
rat had in its head. At the conclusion
very small way, and used to distribute ment. I have often heard those who
10. That, in the Interestof public order, perInsensibility, dying soon after the ruffians
of the operation the rodent was allowed
had listened to his speeches of that day sonal security,and economy in the administrathe medicine about to those whom she
tion of the laws, we favor snob amendments ts left him. Sbelnhoff was arrested, and
declare that the ears of man had
to depart, with the prospect of being
thought needed it. Seven years ago scarcely ever listened to such eloquence the criminal axle of the State aa will make mors officers are in pursuit of Phelps. Brophey
certain and speedy the conviction of criminal)
obliged to subsist hereafter on spoon
the firm commenced to advertise ex- as this young man then exhibited. I and the punishment and prevention of orlmcL was an Industriousand respectableman, and
victuals. The singular feature of the
and at the some time lessen the hardensimposed leaves a family.
tensively all over the world, the sum have heard both ladies and gentlemen upon the tax-payers by the numerous and vexacase is that, although the number of
tious delays now too often attendant apon thi
A deplorableattempt at self-destruction
annually spent in this way being not say, years afterward, that his voice administration of Justice.
was made by Mrs. Perry Collins, of Deerfield
then rung in their ears, and his appeals
rats formerly about the premises was
11. That, In view of the rapid development ol
far from $200,000. During the past
remained in their memories as though
township. Mrs. Collins Is. only 16 years of
very large, yet since the dental operathree years Mrs. Pinkham has been at they had been heard but the day beage,, and lives with her husband In ti^e same
danuerou*cnaractcr or ine worx, we icvor auen
tion not a rat has been seen or heard
the head of the firm, devoting her en- fore, and I have heard Henry Clay sayr legislationa* will provide for the safoty of tb« house with his parents, who are well-known
about the market.
that, had not the British abolitionist persons and lives of the mihera. and also fox and highly-respected people Mrs Collins
tire energiesand time to it. Mrs. Pinkthe prompt, juit and equitable adjnatment of
interfered, awakening public sentiment the differences between the employers and em- and her mother-in-law did not get on well
was a Spiritualist,and her funeral was
Famine is the present distress of Iceat the North, and provoking the slave- ployes In sold Industry.
together, and the younger lady, whose
12. That we refer'with pride to the fact that
conducted by a prominent member ol owners, the Southern States would
land as it has been of Ireland. To aid
the public debt of Iowa Is extinguished, and that parents have moved North since her marthat denomination from Boston.
have agreed upon some plan for gradual the rate of onr State tax Is lees than that of any riage, is supposed to have become homesick.
the sufferersGreat Britain subscribed
emancipation.While I could never other Western State, and we congratulate Gov. At any rate, she went to Deerfield village,
Sherman and oar State administrationon the
about $100,000, or less than one-fifth
Tit for Tat.
exactly indorse this assertion, I have
faithfuland efficientmanner in which our pub- and securing enough Paris green to poison
the loss in cattle and produce. Farm“One day,” said a gentleman, “before seen much that went to prove that a lic affalrftmve been conducted.
a dozen men, ate it all The great quantity
13. That the wlae, conservative administration
ing is an impossibility in Iceland,and harvest, I met a fashionably dressed large number of intelligent Southern- of President Arthur meet# with the hearty ap- taken and the timely efforts of Dr. Yale, who
ers believed, long before the war, that
proval of thjs Republicansof Iowa, and we oorwas summoned, alone saved her life.
the people are entirely dependent on person with a large handful of ears of
lolly approvethe promise given by him to the
wheat taken from my fields. I saluted their respective States would not only ddelegation
appointed
by
the
Philadelphia
ConA crowd gathered on the walk In front of
the outside world for food. The wealtty
him resjiectfullyand expressed my ad- follow the teachings of religion, but vention of Irish- American citizens thot'tbe subof the people is in live-stock, which miration of the beauty of the wheat. promote their lasting welfare and pros- ject of the grievancescontained in the reeolu the Soldiers’ Monument to listen to preachlion of sold body presented to him should have ing by members of the Salvation Army.
they exchange for breadstuff’s and fab- ‘Yes? said he, ‘it is truly a fine sample, perity by adopting a system of emanci- thorough and exhaustive investigation, and
such action as the Governmentmay. lawfully The ordinance parsed by the City Connell
rics, and the starvation of stock by the and does the farmer great credit who pation. Slavery was a cruel instituprohibitsthe congregating of crowds on the
grew it.’ I acknowledged the compli- tion, and, gild it as they would, drown
failure of grass has reduced the people
Campus Martins,or in. front of the City Hall,
Minnesota.
the
breathings
of
conscience
as
they
ment, and asked him from which of my
and as the gathering named came within the
to a dire extremity. It will take years fields he took it. After he had pointed might, the voice of nature, of reason,
The Minnesota Republican Convention as- regulation,the Chief of Polloe detailed two
to replenishthe stock, and unless there it out, he assured me he always liked to of religion and justice would speak out.
sembled at 8t‘ Paul, with 0. D. Gil Allan
to disperse
the crowd.
— -r
------ The
is some better means afforded to meet take a good sample home, as it*in- Whatever plausible reasons one might TemporaryChairman. Committees were omcer*
ipointedand a recess taken until evening. I speakers felt much annoyed at being Interterested the ladies. Upon that, notic- nrgu in favor of the “mild servitude”of appoi:
the requirements of the people, they
ing with, admiration the style of his “kindness in sickness”and “care in old On the reassemblingC. D. GUflllan was { fered with, and one of them declared the
will die of starvation by the hundred coat, I asked him to allow me to look at age,” there were eternal truths that
bV S 1
“<*
“•
next winter. The people of several the skirt. He readily did so, and I would hurst through all the prejudices Windomitea. G Allan was chosen by a vote but would not, for the Lord s sake. They
| then Invited their listeners to follow them
places have expressed a desire to leave quietly took out my penknife and out a and wrong-imaginings of interest. It of 140 to
Gov. Hubbard was nominated br acolamoand praying through the stxeeta
large
piece from the tail. The gentle- wa*, perhaps, for the best, though, that
Iceland and come to America. They
tion. A resolutionwas Introduced
* B
man bounced and swore ; but I told him the questionwas settled by the sword, lug the action of the Republican Legislators Bio Rapids Pioneer bear story: J. Wiseare a thrifty,honest people, and as they
I always <took samples of cloth, and I and that the reconstructed Union who refused to vote for'Wlndom
as Senator man returned from Luther with the follown Windo
only number 70,000 there is room for found they greatly interestedmy wife. secured to all men equality before the after he bad received the caucus nomination
ing item: While one of the small boys of
winter. This was laid on the table by a
them all ip this rich country,where I added that he had no more right to laws.— Ben: Parley Poore, in Boston last
| that vicinity was on his way to school,he
vote of 1*8 to 92.
The Committeeon Resolutions reported a encountereda bear, and had to climb a tree
lands arb fertileand industry fruitful. take my wheat, than I had to take his Budyet. '
'coat, and that I wished the public to
A Chicago glove merchant employ* platform Indorsingthe National administra- in order to save hinuelf from being chewed
It is thought 200 families will speedily
bear this truth in mind.” This was ex- girls for clerks. They average well in tion, approving the whisky and tobacco tax. ap. Upon reaching a point in the tree
declaringfor a tariff for revenue so adjusted
be brought over.
'perience bought with a vengeance.—
good looks, but have remarkably-big os to favor the developmentof manufact- where the bear could not get, the boy bang
Chambers’ Journal
hands. “I won’t employ them,” said ures, favoring civil-servicereform and lib- his dinner-pail Includinghis dinner on a
An old Indiana lawyer named Judge
eral appropriations for internal Improvehe, “if .they can wear less, than No. 8
mall limb, and then hang himself up and
Thk
last
census
shows
that
the
numments, and favoring the submiwion of the
Complete, who had been used to havgloves.'
I
mean
that
their
hand*
shall
xestionof prohibition to a popular vote. watched the movementsof the bear. Not
ber of foreigners living in Paris is very
ing his own w*y in court, once arose
tdoptedbeing securelyfastened, the dinner-pail
considerable. There are 45,281 Belgi- always be larger than those of the cusa A Gilman was nominated for lieuten- soon took a tumble, but the boy remainedIn
and began an argument for the purpose ans, 31,190 Germans, 21,657 Italians, tomers, who are flattered by the conant Governor on the second ballot, and Fred
of dirraining a new and young United 20,810 Swiss, 10,789 English, 9,260 trast, and thereby pnt into a good ha- orbaumboch for Secretary of State bp ac- the tree— remainedthere till noon, in fact,
mor for making purchases.”
clamation; for Treasurer, Charles Kittleson; at which time the bear went off guard and
fttetesDistrict Judge. Before the law- Dutch, 5,927 Americans, 5,786 RusN. J. Hahn for Attorney General and J.
allowed the boy to descend. The dinner
sians, 4,982 Austrians and 3,616 Spanyer had gone far, the naw Judge inter
The veterana in the Dayton Sol- Baker for Railroad CPommiwloner.
Th# 0erman
Parifl
made about
mouthful xor
for tneamnuu
the animal
Hon.
William Dolnnn, of Independence, made
about one mouuxiui
diers’ Home are given a fish dinner
was chosen Chatman of lbs Republican j and the boy had the privilege tf watching
every Friday,* and it takes 1,600 pounds
gta* Central
j* Urn old fellow aa he •gobbled" it down
of fresh fish to satisfy them.
ment anjfurther. You know that is [soula.
^
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Rev. Mr. Davidson, an ex-mlsalon.

ary to Japan, in a recent address

Sunday school of the Centenary

ROGERS, Editor.

^yrr.T.TAK H.

to the

Church, Jersey

Satubday, July 7, 1883.

M.

E.

literally, an invitationto

The

few hot days this

summer

determined to make up the average all

once whenever
The heat
it

up your

are very you be pleased to hang

box?’

loins

on

In welcoming a friend alter a

protractedabsence, a native of Japan

at

an opportunity. says: 'It is a long time since your honormore oppressivewhen able person has been hung up on my eye.’ ”

^

DRY GOODS,

1

Clerk's Office, June SMUx, 1888.

GROCERIES, and
NOTIONS.

To B. D, Blair, Isaac Kramer, WlllemlnaBoot,
Enabertua Van Der Veen, Mrs. 0. Schols, Wm.
Verteek, 8tmon
Q®«rUnw,
H. Meyer, Hina Konlng;, Wm. & H. Elferdlnk, H.
Meyer* Co., btekeuse * Boe, P. P. Pfanstlehl,

Reidwma.

V

M.

comes by reason of the comparatively

cold weather to which

it

The

succeeds, finding

for such sudden and violent changes.

from the crowded

hives and noisome smells and other bad

prices that defy competitionat

NEW FRESH

GOODS

nle Meerman,Lukas Allng, uermanus Boone,
John Pe»elnk,Wm.Ten Hage, Jacelmlna Westveer. John Alberti,Robert B. Best, Pieter Konlng,
of the best quality, and we will sell
Roelof Oostema.Klaas Van Haatten, Bastiaan
at curreot market prices.
»

_

R.

Ranters & Sons,

them

'

Ranters, B. J. Harrington, Charles Scott, Andrew
auspicious* officers observed that he had Steketee, Charles A. Dutton. Wm. J. Scott, W. A.
We have the exclusivesale, for Holland and
numerous visitorsin his residence. This Gibson, Mrs. A. Lafebre, K. Bchaddelee.Marla
Torn. T. R. Beck, C. P. Becker. E. J. Hairlngton
will pay market prices for Butter and vicinity,of th« celebrated
house was searchedseveral times without Jr.. Frank S. Royce, R. Ranters,Jacob O. DoesGrain, Potatoes,
burg, Hermanns Doesbunr,Gerryt Slenk, First Eggs; also will
finding the whiskey which, it was clear,
Reformed Church, Dallas M. Gee, J. W. Bos man, Seeds, etc., etc.
the company was getting; but at length, ElizabethN. Parks, Jacobus, Schoon, Derk te
Roller. Jacobus Nlbbellnk,Jacob Van Patten,
on turning a gas burner, the beverage ran Benlamlne Van Kaalte,John Roost, Hermlna PesIn the Store, on River Streets,lately ocfrom the pipe, 'which had been connected s Ink, R. Schllleman,Dlngeman Versehure,Meindert Aslra, Evert Everhard,Cornells Dok, J.H. cupied by J. Duursema, and
assure
Htegink, C. P. Becker, John R. Kleyn and Isaac
with a barrel in the groggery cellar.

BUTTER

and EGGS.

We

buy

sanitary conditions, which, in the large
cities, increase the death rate sp rapidly at
this period of the year, it

at

As we have just started Id business In
we have on hand

actually closed in unlawfulhours, but the

the animal economy but slightlyprepared

city is free

bar of a Fall River rumaellerwas

Hardware

In this city,

it gets

is all the

While our

Holland.
-- —

timr or

take one of the

pew chairs in Japan would read: *Will
hot indeed, the weather being apparently this

^—dealers in

City, said: “Translated

OA.X.I-

,

should not be

forgotten that individualsanitationis

-

ON

TTSI

we

much more Importantthan that which is
left to the authorities. To escape the
“What are you celebrating the fourth
dangers of hot weather, each must look of July for?" was asked of |n 8-year old
out for himself, chiefly, for neither doc
girl, who was pounding aH$y with an
tors nor boards of health can save one Egyptian gargoyle, doing duty as a
who does not live in accordance with the "bombshell" for the smashing of caps.
rigid laws of nature, which are at once “Cause we got to be our own boss," was
the highest code of moral and physical
the answer. It is doubtful if any consid
well being. Overeating and overdrink- erable number of the celebrating juveing are perhaps the two greatest dangers
niles could give as correct and direct an
to be avoided, and especially the latter.
answer.
The oceans of beer which are swilled
"Nobody wants the trade dollar,"and
down in this torrid weather in the vain
effort to allay thirst and heat, produce “nobody wants the ‘daddy dollar.”’

you of good bargaius.

^ouand each of you are hereby notified; That
Common Council of the City of Holland have
caused to be made and depositedwith the Uty

PETER STEKETEE A

the

Holland, Mich., March

Clerk for public examination,the profiles,diagrams and estimates of the expense for the proposed grading, and gravelingof a part of Ninth

NOTICE

ffl,

1888.

CO.
7-ly.

We also have

Drain Notice.
is

hereby given, that

I,

Elko Van Der

vicinity,

the

exclusive sale, for Holland and

of the celebrated

Wall, Drain Commissioner of the Township of
to-wit: bom Fish to Pine street.
That all of that part of Ninth street, as afore- Jamestown, in the Countv of Ottawa, will, on the
said, be graded the entire width thereof,pursuant 2nd day of July, A. D. 1883, at the house of H.
to grade and profile to be established by the Com- Heyboer,In said Township, at line o'clock Ih the
forenoon, meet partlea for the purpose of letting
mon Connell as hereinafterfurther directed ;
That the sidewalks and crosswalksalong said contracts for the conitrnction of a drain in said
.
part
of H1UU*
Ninth street,
unit Ul
ucut, as aforeMld, to be taken up, Township, known as the Ulberg drain, commencwhere this shall be necessary, and relsld upon the ing at two points: First point, % rods N. and
8 52-100ths chains B. of the N. W. corner of Sec.
grade to be established,as above set forth aft
the KiauiuK
grading proper
luu
yivyci Is completed.
... 20 T. 5 N., R. 18 W., and runs 8. 96* degrees, 4
That after the grade is completed and a roadbed chain* 75 links: thence 8. Ift degrees E.,8 87- of all colors. This paint is warranted to the
be coDBtracted or gravel,along the centre of said lOOths chains, thence 8. 78* degreesW. 8 88- customer by the Pitkin Paint Company, which
lOOths ehalns, thence 8. 88 degrees W. 6 27-100ths
part of Ninth street, as follows: , 4
The average thickness of gravel to be eight chains, thence N. 77 degrees W. 8 68-100ths chains, warranty we endorse In eyery particular, where
inches, so spread that tho aame will be ten inches thence 8. 66 minutes W. 5 87-100ths chains, there
thick in the center,and six Inches thick on the unites with tho Kampen en Strulk drain. The di- used according to directions. . Wo also hays
more trouble than any other cause. Peo People are becoming very particular also sides. The road bed to be twenty feet wide, and mensionsof the drain are as follows:Width of
2 feet, slope of each aide 35 degrees, or cheaper paints for barns, fences, and outhouses.
pie must live carefullyand regularly. about taking silver 50-cent pieces. Next the gravel to be taken from the gravel pit of Boone bottom
A De Vries, or of a kind equal in quality of the eight Inches to one foot of rise, depth as marked
on profile stakes.Second commencementis at
Do not change your habits of life too we will hear of the nickel being refused. aforesaid
.
•
„
That the expense of the grading of that part of a point 2 rods N. and 5 20-lOOths chains B. of the
There
is
too
much
money
io
the
country;
much, and you will, in nine cases out of
eald part of said Ninth street, lying between the N. W. corner of Section 90 of said Township, and
that’s where the trouble Is, but we notice center of Fish, end the west line of Cedar streets, runs 8 . 3 67-100tha chains, and unites with first
every ten, avoid disease.
and the Intersectionsof Market, River and Pine commencement, (this part of the drain is to be a
that those who have got it are as particu- streets, be defrayed by a special assessment blind drain excepting 4 rods which is. on the pubagainst the City of Holland, and paid out of the gen- lic highway;)and that I will then and there proIt was a most strange sod shocking dis- lar about keeping it as ever.
eral fund thereof, and that the expense of grading ceed to let contracta for the construction of the
•
aster by which a hundred people lost their
the balance of that part of said Ninth street,lying same by Sections as I have apportionedand di[omciAL.]
between the west line of Cedar and east line of vided the same; and that auch contracts will be
lives in the river Clyde last Monday. The
Pine streets, be paid by a specialassessmentupon let to the persons who will do the work according
Board of Educationthereof mads by me and now
the lots and lands,lying and abutting on said part to the specifications
ship-buildersof the Clyde are known the
of said street, and that the lots and lands npon remaining in my office, for the least anm of
Holland, Mich., July S, 1883.
world over. They have launched a great
which said special assessmentfor the expense of money; and who willjjive ^equate security for
the performanceof the samPwfthln such time as
Board met in regular session aud was grading shall be made, shall include lots one, two, shall be specified In such contracts respectively.
many ships which have carried thousands
three, four, five, six, seven and eight, of block
called to older by the President.
forty one; lota nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, The undersigned reserving the right to rejectany
of
and
safely through the
Members present: I. Cappon, G. J. Kol- fourteen, fifteen and sixteen,of block thirty-six; and all bid*. Notice is also hereby given that at
tossing waves of the ocean, and last Monlots one, two, three,four, and five, of block forty; that time and place of said lettingof contracta,
len, P. H. McBride, E. J. Harrington,
lota six, seven, eight,nine and ten, of block thirty- the assessment of benefits made by me will be
day they launched a ship which capsized H. Beach, and T. J. Boggs.
seven; lots one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, subject to review.
Dated this 16th day of June, A. D. 1883.
A communication was received from E. eight and nine, of block thirty-nine; lots ten,
as soon as It slid into the smooth water of
ELKB VAN DER WALL,
C. Allen resigning the position of teacher eleven, twelve, thirteen,fourteen, fifteen,sixteen,
the river. It is said the vessel was topand eighteen, in block thirty-eight;and Drain Cmmluioner of the Tomtfup of Jameitown.
in room No. 3.
resignationwas ac- seventeen
heavy. Well, then, why was it launched cepted and the committee on Teachers That the expense of graveling that part of said
Ninth street, lying between the center of said Fish
if it was topheavy! That was an aston- was Instructed to see who could be en- and Pine streets, as aforesaid,shall be defrayed
NOTICE is hereby given that I, Fred L. Souter,
by a special assessmentnpon the lots and lands
ishing blunder for the experienced ship- gaged to fill the vacancy.
lying and abuttingthereon, except the Intersec- Township Drain Commissioner of the Township
The
committee
on
Buildings was in- tions of Fish, Cedar, Market, River and Pine of Holland,County of Ottawa, will on the 5lh
builders of the Clyde to
Somestructed to have seats put in room No. 10 streets,which shall bo assessed to the city of Hol- day of July, A. D. 1893, at the house of Jacob Van
body must have been terriblyat fault, and and have the room ready for occupancy land, and paid out of the general fund thereof ;• Regenmorter,lu said township, at 10 o'clock In the Always on hand, in endles® variety, and
that the lots and lands on which said special as- forenoon, meet parties for the purpose of letting
we sell ihem at reasonable prices.
it ought not to be difficultto find out during the present vacation.
sessment to pay the expense of said graveling, contracts for the construction of a Drain in said
township,
known
as
Drain
No.
89, of said Towncommunication
received
from
shall
be,
lots
1. 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. and 8, of block 42;
• where the load of blame should rest.
R.
& SONS.
the Sup’t recommendingthat the follow- lots 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14, 15 and 18 of block 35; lots ship of Holland, and described aa follows: com
meuctng at a point 80 rods east of the west
lots 1. 2, 3. 4, 5. 6. 7. and 8, of block 41 ; lota 9. 10,
ing text books be added to those taught in 11, 12, 13, 14. 15. and 10, of block 86; lots 1,2, 3, 4, post of section 23, town 5 north, of range 16 west,
Holland, Mich., May 1st, 1883.
If you are under 30 you are not likely our schools
Baker’s Philosophy, and 5. of block 40; lots 6, 7. 8, 8, and 10. of block and running thence south 38 rods, thence north 85
to remember the battle of Wilson’s Creek, Wentworth’sGeometry, Young’s Civil 37; lotsl. 2, 3.4.5, 6,7.8, and*, of block 39; lots degrees west 52 rods, theuce south 47 degrees 85
minutes west 78 rods, thcnco west 20 rods, thence
10. 11. 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, of block 88.
which was fought twenty-two years ago, Government, and Kelley’s ’Rhetoric.— The
That the taking up and relaying of cross walks, south 67 degrees30 minutes west 86 rods, thence
recomendation was adopted by a unani- If the same shoulo become necessary, shall be south 27 degreeswest 60 rods 12 links, thence
soon after ttfe outbreak of the rebellion,
done by the Street Commissioner under instruc- south 58 degrees 45 west 41 rods 4 links, thence
mous vote of the Board.
near Springfield, in the southwesternpart \ Board adjourned until July U, at 7:30 tions of the Common Council; and that the said west on a line paralell, with and 13 feet north of
lands and street intersections lying, abutting, and the sonth section line of said section 23,97 rods
o( Missouri. Gen. Lyon,
was there p. m.
intersectingsaid part of said Ninth street, lying to a point where said line intersectsa small creek
T. J. BOGGS, Sec'v.
and running between the center of fish and Pine or water course, thence following the channel of
killed, commanding the
torces
streets, in the city of Holland, shall he designated said creek or water course to Black Lake, and that
and are hereby declaredto be aud to constitute a I will then and there proceed to let contracta for
against tbo enemy under Price. But if
Items with the Services for Special Street •District for the purpose*of special the constructionof the same, by sections,as I
To-taorrow.
Have just received a new stock of
you are over 40 you are pretty sure to reassessment to defray the expense of grading, have apportioned and divided the same, and that
graveling, and otherwise Improving said part of such contracts a 111 be let to the lowest responsimember the excitementboth in the North
First Reformed Church, (Chapel)—
said Ninth street, as aforesaid,the said Special ble bidder who will do the work according to the
and the South over a fierce battle in which Rev. N. M. Steffens,Pastor. Services at Street District,to be known *s Ninth Street specificationmade by me and now in my office,
ipeclfied in such
within anch time as snail
w conSpecial Assessment District.
nearly 500
were killed and 1,900 9 :30 a. m. , and 3 p. m. Sunday School 3 :30.
That said improvement was determined upon tracts. Adequate security will he required of all
which they will sell at the lowest prices.
contractors. The undersigned reserves the right
Wounded, besides more than 300 reported Weekly' prayer meeting with the Third by the Common Council at their meetingof March to reject any and all bids. Notice is also hereby
7th, 1883, at which meetingIt was resolved:
That on Tuesday the 17th day of July, 1883, at given that at the time and place of said lottingof
as missing. Well, there is to be next Reformed Church, on Thursday, at 7 :30.
Highest market prices paid for
7:80 o'clock,p. m. the Common Connell will meet contracta, the assessmentof benefitsmade by me
Reformed Church— Services at at their Rooms to considerany objection*/to said will be subject to review.
week a reunion of the survivorsof both
Dated this 29d dav of June, A. D. 1883.
the armies that fought the battle of Wil- 10:30 a. m., and 7 :30 p.
Preaching by estimates, plans,diagrams and profiles, that may
FRED L. SOUTER,
be made.
Drain
Commissionerof the Township of Holland.
son’s Creek twenty-two years ago. The the Pastor, Rev.
Walker Jones.
By order of the Common Council.
GEO. H. 8IPP, City Clerk.
street,
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pit.

.
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Alabastine,

___

Paint Brushes,

White Wash Brushes,

men

ETO., ETC., ETC.

women

W.

Garden Tools,

Vapor Stoves,

Oil &

—The

Drain Notice.

Refrigerators, etc.

make.

A

was

KANTKR8

*

viz:

NEW FIRM!

who
Union

p.

Church

pumsT &

co.,
w

.

be

men

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

*

Hope

m.

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

Thomas

two chief commanders, Lyon and Price, Subject: Morning, "The Banquet and
are both dead, but Bigel, Sturgis, and
Schofield of the Union army will be there,
afid alio Pearce, Churchill, Herbert,

Banner." Evening, "Respect for the
Aged." Congregationalsinging led by the

and choir.

Subscribe for the

is

All are welcome.

Third t Reformed ' Church— Rev. D.
interesting Brock, Pastor. Services at 9:80, a. m.,
reunionsthat has taken place since the and 2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45.

one of the most

dose

war.

of the great

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.

gather the following facta in regard after God.’’ Afternoon,
to the steamer 8. B. Barker, which run on
sermon.

MacaUwa

a preparatory

summer but left this
First Reformed Church, (Church Edlbce)
Ghequsmegon Bay, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— Services at 9:30
Wis., from dispatchesto the Milwaukee a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 3:45.
Sentinel: "The weather is delightful and Subjects: Morqing, "The first temptation
the guests are taking advantage of it in of the Lord Jesus Christ." Afternpon,
every possible way. The majority, how- “The God of the Covenant Creator of the
Bay

whole Univerwe. "

PRINTED

has had marveloussuccess aud

is

the envy

of all his fellow fishers, he having caught

number of brook trout this

season. Last night the steamer

agements,*’ Evening, “Storms." All tht

In the

ciety, of Ashland,

10:30 a. m., and 7:30 p. m..‘ Rev. J. Rice

20-tf

,

CITY BAKERY.

Capt. Brower, of the Barker. Another
an open

air concert,

given every evening by

a

which

is

band of colored

jubilee singers who are connected with

the hotel in the capacity of servants.

They all havo .excellent voices, and are
commended very highly by their listeners.
The hotel Is filling up very rapidly, the
arrivals to-dsy being over fifty. They
registered from all parts of the United
States.

ffo.

don’t get very rich, but they heve beeps of

_

_

!

1

1

White Goods,

,

in endless variety.

Estimates given for
kinds of buildings

all

fin-

full

and complete 11ns of

MICHIGAN,

furnished.
and shop on Riuer Street,
near the corner of Tenth Street
Office

’

Ottawa,

County of

Re-sawing

Planill& and

For the ne^t thirty « days Stairs Jand Railing, Sash,
every person buying a pound
' Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
of tea from our store will re
Brackets, etc. made and
ceive a present of a Silver

)

Goods delivered free

In the matter of the Estate of Jan Kcrkhof, deceased.

B.

NOTICE Is hereby

given that In pursuance of
an order granted to the andersigned, Administrator de bonit non, with the will annexed, of the
Estate of said John Kerkh it, by the Hon. Judge
of Probate for the County of Ottawa, on the seventh day of Jane, A. D. 1893, there wilt be sold at
public vendue, to the highest bidder, at the premises, last described in this Notice, on tho four-

Holland, June

14.

of charge,

WYNHOFF

1883.

7-ly

JAS.
Holland, May

27,

HUNTLEY.

1883.

___

17-tf

1883. SPRING ANDSUMMER. 1883.

„ REMOVAL!

IfcAILIilllSrEiR/'X'

CLOAKS & FANCY GOODS.

6a

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Newi

m

less. ‘

to our stock of

material

same more or
Terms will be made known

of

at

JlM*

the

A. D.

*'

'

tod

1881

__

Jackets, Corsets, Bustles, Hoopskirts.

A

full iloe of lafant’s Wear. Infant’sRobei and Cloaka, a specialty.

L & S. VAN DEN SERGE,

JOHN KIBKHOF,

Administratordebonle non with the Will an-

nextd, of aald Estate.

'''’.‘i

,

Ornaments, Gossamer Circulars, Dolmans,

the time and place

Tow nab ip of Holland thla 99th day

_ _

fice in the State lo regard to style

.

Flowers, Ribbons, Dress and Trimming Silk, Satin Velvets, Crape, Embroidery, Neckwear, Laces, Veiling,

ulo
Dated at

compete with any ofof

prices.

*

Skirts, Hosiery,

day of Aufjuet,A. D. 1883, at 2 o’clock In the
afternoon of that day, subject to the right of dower, and the homesteadrights,of the widow of said
deceased therein, the following described real
jH
Estate, all sltoate, and being In the Township of
Holland, County of Ottawa, aud Htate of Michigan,
wit: the North East quarter of the North East
and after Monday, July 10, the to
quarter of Section numbered One (1) In Township
five (5) North of Hange Sixteen (16) West, containHolland City
will te located in
ing forty (40) acres,more or less.
Also all the right, title, and interest of said
the building formerly occupied by John Estate,
in and to the Booth Bast quarter of the
North East quarter,of Section nombered One (1)
Albtri
a jewelry itore, two doora weat in
Townshiptlvel5) North of Range. Sixteen (16)
West, containing forty (40) acres more or less.
of eur present location. We ahall he betAlso the East quarter of the North West quarter
of the North Bast quarter ol Section numbered
ter-prepared thnn erer for the prompt ex*
thirty-two(89) in Township flye (5) North of Range
ecntigp of all kinds of job work, and by fifteen (15) West, containingten (10) acres be the

wlll be on a basis to

by kissing tbs editor.. Arksnsee editors

Table Linens,

teenth

A pretty actress settled her advertising constant additions
bill with a Little Rock newspaper lest week

_

HUNTLEY,

ii

KNIFE & FORK.

Administrator'sSale.
QTATE OF

^

Taylor officiating.

and was tendered by

attraction offered the pleasure-seekers at

HOLLAND LANGUAGE.

Grace Episcopal Church— Services at

Choice Fresh Candies, Pineapples, Cocoanuts, Lemons, Oranges and an endless
for variety of canned goods at the one price

the benefit of the Ladies’ CharitableSo

_

CO.
8-ly

always on hand.

Exieoixtecl

moon-

The excursion was

over IJOO people.

P

PRIN8 &

1883.

done on short notice*

seats are free.

light excursion, carrying a large party of

' Dress Goods,

Neatly and Promptly

S. B. Bar-

ker sailed from the hotel dock on a

*

pmTnsre CROCKERY

vices at 9:30 a. m., 2 and 7:30 p.

they were treated Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30.
to an abundance of speckledtrout. Mr. Subjects: Morning, “ChristianEncour-

is

JAS.

28,

ished and completed.

sult of their expedition,

of Botiton,a guest of the Hotel,

p THE

“HollandColony”Etc

jop

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Serm. The
vicinity of the Chequamegon Hotel. To- services will be conducted by Prof. G.
day a large party, under the immediate Boer, of Grand Rapids.
charge of Commodore Hopp, visited Fish
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
Creek, one of the prolific streams that em- George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m.t
ties into the Chequamegon Bay. As a reand 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 tn.
ker to the various points of interest in the

Ashland

the store of

B. WYNHOFF,

A

quent excursions of the steamer S. B. Bar-

the greatest

Holland, March

last

ever, are availing themselves of the fre-

,*

at

ENGLISH PAPER

place last spring for

Bradley

Dry Goods & Groceries,

THE ONLY

Subjects: Morning, “The Soul panting

We

News

Holland City

m.

Call!

At the store opposite the “ City Mills."

going onjin the stock of

P.

Clark of the Confederatearmy. It will
certainly be

a

Give us

Genuine Cyclone

the

____

,
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*

"

-

STOXTX STUMT. -

ei~

•

-

«

_

WOJtluJk ltXV-*£XOX3.

We

JOTTINGS.

There
Hot weather in

yuan. tvf.

Quite a number

in

plums

Wanted:— A servant girl or a woman
to work. Enquire of W. J. Scott, or at

in this vicinitythis

our

office

Mrs. F. Kellogg, of Grand Rapids,
visiting,her brother Mr.

thermometer

W.

is

this city.

recorded 02 degrees last Tuesday.

were in this city

Grand Rapids caught 200 pounds of black

this

C.

bride, of Detroit,

week

their brother, Aid. D. L.

Now

the guest of

to close out

sale.

For

News

office.

Boys there is to be a competition ex- hats at
aminationfor a cadetshipat West Point. them a

lot of nice shelving for

particularsenquire at the

Congressman Houseman will soon assign

H. Te Roller and wife, of Grand
Rapids, were

The

in the city this week, visiting

George

Go

Mailers.

see

least 5,000

Last Saturday, Mr. CorneliusDe Jong,

funeral services were held on

copy of the Album Writer’s Friend,

Monday in

to the

regular Asiatic cholera has broken

It contains 64 pages,

be

100 deaths per day take place at Damietta.

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
• EXCHANGE.

and

will be sent;

C.

Houa»d,

on

school picnic of

Ohlraann

THAN

;

Chester, C. Harrison

;

sessions will wards, Thos. J. Scott; 3rd and 4th wards,

Ruth Brouwer; Grand Haven town,

J.

of our citixenswas walking home

madge, F. P. Whitman; Wright, Geo.
Wednes- Lake; Zeeland, Martin Elzinga; Allendale,
acquaintancemet him Lemuel B. Johnson ; Blendon, John Stef-

this

CALL AT

We

I’m

The

following from an

unknown source

spent in enjoying the various sports and

will equally apply to any town or city and

pastimesthat abound there.

is

worthy the careful consideration of

all

“United the town will grow, divided

You

will

always find a well selected stoek of

Ladles and Gentlemans

20; The germ of Hope College dates
back to 1851, when Mr. Taylor opened* a

NO.

parochial school.

it

thirty-

40,

MIS II
AISTD

Open and Top

EIGHTH STREET.

And

E.HEROLD.

among

ALSO AGENT FOR

glorious”opened last Wednes-

BATH PIATFORM SPRING WAGON

Holland, Mich.,

-Dealer in-

J.
April 14, 1883. 20-1

D. ic M. R. R. Land*.
provteloM of an act of the late seaslon
„. the legislature,
all persons holding UUa by deed
0,1
or contract to any of the D. A M. K. R. lands, aocalled, from either Bowes, Gould or Grlawqld, upon making certain proof, will be entitledto a
patent from the atate for *uch lands.
Persons haring perfected their title ander the
act of 1881 and paid np back taxes, may wcorer
part of such taxea Irom the state.
Special attention will be given to the setUement
of all aucb claims on reasonable terms.
Goodi,
Communications either In person or by letter
ijr the

Jewelrv. Watches,

DIAMONDS,
iilTNiui, Minn,

ui Fatty

promptly ittoided

four, physicians five, lawyers five, mer-

chants three, librarian one, dentist one,
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
pier, when he slipped and fell, breaking day in this city with-a bang— the banging
telegrapher one. Mr. V. O. closes his pa- H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
of
cannon,
of
fire-crackers,
and
of
toy
one of the small bones of his ankle. Dr.
mechanic, who ‘will do tbe repairingof
per with the followingsound inference as
Best attended and the patient is doing pistols. All day there was a conglomerwatches, so that our work can be waration of bangs, heat, rain and boat rides. follows: "That Hope College is a sate in-

Dated, June »,

VAN

G. J.

1881

Holland, Michigan.
*>;lf

DUBEN.

W«. VAN

DERYBERE.

ranted.

finely.

Burned fingers,blinded eyes, wet clothes,

We

WORKS.
FLIEMAN.

Otto Breyman

the professions: Ministers

fifty-two, teachers fourteen, professors

Buggies,

nice assortment of Buggies for Farmers
and Tradesmen arc on the way coming.
a

Holland, Mich., April 6, 1888.

two years ago— about

follows

Also keens on hand a line of

US

S{jg

Number in connection

with the school since that date—

andExamine.

Call

done*

glean the following lads and figures

CALL AND

:

Better wagon in everyway,
aad will sot b« mmdmraold by mmyoaa.

Repairing neatly and promptly

Alumni exercises, Tuesday evening, June

of the country."

“The

Farmers.

J, Flieman

Slippers.

audience was well pleased with the enter- biings strength to yourselfand growth to
was suspended by General Synod in 1877.
tainment, which was fair.
all interests. A lot of old misers and fogForty-eight taavd graduated since from the
ies never yet made a great city, a great
college, of whom twenty-four, or fifty per
Last Saturday the 18 year old son of country, or a government.It is the entercent, have or will enter the ministry.
Mr. J. H. Nibbelink met with an accident prising,warm-hearted, and the men of fact
The college graduates are distributed as
at Macatawa Park. He had been stand- who are the mainspringof important cities

attempting to descend the ladder to the

the chance

is

Offer* his soperior made wagons Jual ae cheap aa
anybody aelf them In Zeeland, and daima that
they are a

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

500. Hope College
Last Monday evening Morrissey’spic- won’t, and that is the long and short of it.
was incorporated 1800. Total number of
turesque Ireland and Irish Comedy Com- Nothing makes the city brisk and thrifty
fraduates 109, Including two ladies. Of
pany gave an exhibition in Lyceum Hall like unity in those things where united
these, fifty-two, or about forty-eight per
to a rather small audience. The enter- action and harmony can be exercised. It
cent have entered the ministry,or are
•tainment consisted of a panorama, song§ won’t do to try to build up self alone.
now, or will be next fall, in the Theologiand dances, and character sketches. The Lend a helping hand to others and that
cal Seminary. Theological department

ing on the walk, leading to the light
house, watching the fishermen, and was

1888.

10,

SOOTS & SHOES

"Which was probab- from the very interesting“Chronicles”of
much,” was the Rev. C. Van Oostenbrugge, read at the

rejoinder.

the park, where the day was

VAN PUTTEN* SONS.

Holland, Mich., May

Our popular wagon manufacturer

ly induced t>y a drop too

The Steamer Macatawa conveyed the par-

always on hand.

for

in an unsteady sort of a way last

said, huskily, “Neithen: don’t you see

^

-*-for your-

Crockery,

Feeback; Spring Lake, Tys Stadt; Tall

&

of

ham, Grand Haven City, 1st and 2m

First and Third churches on last Saturday.

to

DO BETTER

felt HatS.

G-rooerlee

Daniel Nichols; Georgetown, D. Cunning-

Friday, August 28

Muskegon. The

only taking a trip?”

down

BOS.
M-lJ

L HEROLD’S How

mence Tuesday, Aug. 7th: Allendale,
W. Ingraham; Blendon, Geo.

full of interest. Addresses will be

One

season was that of the union picnic of the

ty

STEKETEE A

1880.

A flesh stock

G.

YOU CANNOT

ilvie& Co., No. 91 Rose street, New York.

West Mich. R’y, was run over by a train day night, when an
of cars and his arm badly hiangled. At
and asked him if he was traveling or only fens; Chester, B. V. W. Whittenburg;
last reports he was still alive, but fears are
going somewhere? Just then the citizen Crockery, John Needham; Georgetown,
entertained for his recovery as he is very
stumbled over a loose plank in the walk; C. H. Barnaby.
weak from loss of blood.
and righting himself he looked up and
first Sabbath

Oct. litb.

Straw Goods a«d

fjoby

made

Last Saturday H. C. Harvey, station

The

WHITE and
COLORED CORSETS,
BUTTONS,
SUMMER UNDERWARS, PARASOLS^ Etc.

to keep as complete as poasl
ble embracing all the 1 teat and beet made fabrics

make

agent at Woodvllle, of the Chicago

RIBBONS.

Which wo Stood

on topics of interest to the conven- Harris;- Holland City, Peter Slooter; Hoi
land Town, J. Wilterdink, Jr.; Jamestown,
tion by eminent members of the medical
a circuit of the globe before it is extinprofession.Admission to the convention F. M. Webster; Olive, Chas. Owens; Polktown, Albert Lawton; Robinson, Geo.
guished.
free. The public are cordially invited.

This scourge will, from all accounts,

large assortment of

HOSIERY,
WHITS GOODS,
GLOVES.

receipt of 15 cents, by addressing J. 8. Og-

1888, a SanitaryConvention will

24,

be held at

out in Egypt with great violence. Over

f

o

crowd to remain quiet Chas.

On Thursday and
and

very large and aaaor ted stock

suitable for writing in Autograph Albums.

all

which they djd.

the Holland Christaln Reformed Church.

The

and has the kind wishes of

inducement

The

Dress Goods, Table Linen,
Summer Shawls, Skirts,
and Gossameres.

Sts.

DRY GOODS

containing nearly three hundred selections

city,

died at the age of eighty-nine years.

-^-confuting of-*-

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

ers, a

plenty of “cold lea" was dispensed as an

one of the oldest residents in this

NOTIONS, ETC.,

A
Al io a

Holland Butter Tub Factory was married
The following is the list of Jurors
The happy couple were serenaded by the drawn to serve at the August term of the
groom’s fellow workmen and friends,and Circuit Court for Ottawa County, to com

perch” and “lake herring.”

A Ninth

Etc., Etc.

____

have just received from the publish-

Last week one of the employees of the

Saturday. The fish were mostly “lake

'

BOS,

you. Give

We

for his future success in life.

pounds of fish were

&

Wm. Verberk, P. M.

in this city

caught by anglers last week Friday and

STEKETEE

on the corner of River

L. Redding, and Miss Dora

it.

damage.

Sabbath,both morning and evening.

At

>

call.

bound

Miss Martha Appeldorn, C. A. Houdlette,

Married:— At Oostburg,Wis., by Rev.
W. Moerdyk, of Milwaukee, Dr. D. BirkRev. J. Rice Taylor will conduct serhoff to Miss J. G. Droppers, on June 23,
vices in Grace Episcopal Church next
1883. Dr. Birkhoft is quite well known
little

figures that will astonish

Billiard Hall for the reception of one of
the finest billiard tables in the State.

severe wind

storm passed over this city fortunately doing but

are

painted and generally overhauled their Miss Libbie Richardson, Mrs. A. Rice,

friends and relatives.

On Monday forenoon last a

& Sons

Office at Holland, Mich., July 0th, 1888.

proprietorsof the City Hotel have

DRY GOODS,

—

their large stock of straw

List of letters remaining in the Post-

the time and place.

1

that the Fourth of July has passed

Messrs. G. Van Putten

Boyd.

bass.

For Sale.— A

.OF —

D.

Hunt, are visitingin this city.

Wm. McPhail and
Last Saturday four gentlemen from

H.

Have received a new stock of

^

DAY GOODS STORE

Mrs. Saulsbury and Miss May Fish, of

Z. Bangs of Ohio, mother and niece of Mr.

NEW

AND-—

the Park Hotel,

of Saugatuck people year.

THE

GROCERY

—

are very flatteringprospects for

a large yield of

spent the Fourth in our city.

The mercury

_

school bell nowadays.

IN

Wm. Teh Hagen has added two new
pool tables to hii saloon on Eighth street

miss the familiar ringing of the

have sent out about 200 postal cards headaches,and

lately notifying our delinquentsof the

amount of

their

indebtednessto us.

We

at the close of

empty pockets remained

the day, as the tokens of

the commemorativebombardment. Al-

stitution
of

from

view. An

a

moral and religious point

institution,which, during a

period of seventeenyears sends forth forty

need money very much and would like to though it was late when a few enterpris- preach the gospel of Christ, and out of
have some responsemade to our pathetic ing citizens concluded that something •11 the studentsintrusted to her keeping
appeals. We need about $ .10 yet before ought to be done to entertain the people and training,have only two that turn out
we move ouf office and we have been en that would undoubtedlybecome our badly, must be an institution whose mordeavoring

for

three weeks to obtain

amount of
____a fair
..... quantity
, ------ , of
..
money was _____
raised, and

guests on that day, a goodly

of

it.

al

standardis high, and whose religious

influence is strong. I do not

know

- “***

Monday morning, our city would p|ace> ftn(j tbe native expositor of oratorihave been the scene of quite a conflagra-1 caj patriotism unbuttoned his coat and
tion. The house on the corner of Twelfth Lp^^ad the wings of his eagle, and his umand Maple streets, known as the Trlmpe
^ ----brelia, to the amusement* of a---goodly
nuro

girl laat

.....

roof by Miss Maggie Pluger,

who

is

in the neighborhood. Miss Pluger

in-

a

remarkable, and equalled by few,

ladder in position

CongressmanHoar,
wat- is orator, were loaded with people who

trouble to show

commendable ac

Goods.

O.
Holland. Mich., Jan. 1,

Hamilton Items,

Intend to keep oar market supplied with the

We make

___ _

„

BREYMAN.

1882. 48-ly

every

and can aasure our patrons that the Urd
chased ef

FIRST

WARD

ui, ie

pur-

perfeetly pure end of fine quality.

VAN DUBEN

O. J.

Holland, MIeh.. Feb.

15.

A CO.

IMS.

ceries, etc.

The work

DDDG DIODE

WM. TEN HAGEN,
.^dealer in--*-'

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

success. \

jn

for the prompt and very

We

beet end choicest meats that can be procured.

Come and examine our stock. N

pel

qnd extinguished
before much damage was done.

er ascended to the roof

reopened the “City Meat Market"
wa kindly invlU the eitiaana

lately

if

on Hope Mills, Messrs. Kep& Co., proprietors,is nearly completed
tad come to enjoy the day in our beautiand the mill will be ready to run in
the Sre
ful city, and to see, and enjoy, the natural
about two weeks.
As this happened just previous to the se- privilegesof Macatawa Park. lu the afThe ladles of this place gave an ice
vere wind storm of that morning, it is ternoon races of various kinds helped to
cream social in Kimber’s Hall last week
probable that a great deal of damage |enlertajn the large concourse of people Friday evening, for the benefit ofpffie
would have beert done, If it had not beeh*/ wbo were
cjty. jn the evening a church, and It was a

against the house, and with a pail of

Having

of thia city to give os a “call."

FULL LINK OF GOLD PENS.

and fifty visitors, while the
H. J. Fisher has moved into his new
from Grand Haven, in spite of the store with a large stock of dry goods, gro-

nilitary parade, and

Mil,

Htit

G.J.VANDUREN4C0., Prop’s

also keep on head a fall line of

—and a—

any, kindred institutions.

Our brlckyird is making brick

Gil)

in tbe First Ward,

Doe hundred
rains

represented.

SPECTACLES

}rand Rapids brought into our city fully day.

stead of giving an alarm, hastened to (he

premises, placed

is

*

bor. At eleven o'clock tbe train from

living

I will

_

*

house, was discovered to be on fire on the

to be just aa

that a

come now kind friends, help us out
our dilemma by paying your subscripllmi.patriotism was InstilledInto our people. single professed infidel or skeptic has ever
graduatedfrom Hope College. God grant
jl ^ 1611 (),c*oc^* accordingto program, the
But for the prompt action of a bravb parade of tbe ..peeJee Islanders"took that there never shall." Surely this record
___

AH the Goods are warranted

eight per* cent of her graduates to

-AND-

-Dealers in-

rains of last weeK create<i\
tion of Miss Pluzer.
whizzing through the air at the corner of quite a sensation iu our little burg. The
river was about as high as It ever had
Eighth and River streets, to the great de
been and came near taking away the dam.
Our “city dads” have at last got do
light of the small boy and to the young The water rose very rapidly dml Messrs.
rOILET,
to business, and have awarded the job o
FANCY ARTICLES,
men and, maidens who filled our streets Kolvoord & Baker were obliged to have
building a City Hall and an Engine
and PATENT MEDICINES.
until a late hour. At the Park, during a large number of men at work on Wed
Home. The job
Mr.
and , host ot as- nesday night drawing logs and dirt to raise
the dam in order to keep the water from
overflowingand washing away their lumber and other property that they had
wants of thirsty and hungry people.
street on the premises fprmerlyoccupied
for medical purposes.
arge platform had been bailt in the around. No serious damage was dowr
by the iEtna House and is to be of solid
..ove, near the shore of Lake Michigan,
brick, two stories high, with a towtr for
At a “barn raising" on the premises of
md dancing, fishing, and hunting served
drying hose, and is to be completed b
John Verheulen near this place laat week
* entertainthe vast crowd. Fully three
CAREFULLY
Friday, three men were injured,one of
November 1, 1883. The lower story is to
tousand people visited the Park during whom was quit* badly hurt. The frame
be used as an engine room, while tbe secday and all seemed to think it was the had been partly raised and props were put
Always
“Tap,"
ond floor will be occupied by our city
under it to keep the umbers in place,
it attractiveplace in the state, aa a
L.
officials. We would suggest to our Comwhen, as they were about to raise the
mmer resort, that they had visited. In
frame higher, the props gave way and the Wilt b# at ths Store and will hold hlmMlfln
mon Council ttyrt they so arrange the
Don't fail to drop Into my place of busiie evening a grand ball took place at the
timbers fell, striking John Illg breaking readiness to attend to call* at all hours of the day
building that we ca? have a safe, and at
ness,
one door eaai of the City Bakery,
ark Hotel and was enjoyed by many several of bis ribs and ininriog him Inter- or night.

*«

very fine variety of fireworks were sent

The heavy

Drugs, Medicines, ggoiOT,

and

,

»»^to

LIQUORS

'

*

FINE

WINES and LIQUORS

A

however.

^

PRESCRIPTIONS
COMPOUNDED.

DR.

'who lingered until the

SCHIPHORST,

th6

/

*

time.

on

OJT EIGHTlt STREET,

wee small hoars nally. Geo. Hicks and R. Parkhnrst

were bruised and injured about tbe limbs.
MR. A. HUIZINGA, PrescriptionClark
tinacata our employ.
At
last
reports
all
three
of
tbe
men
were
disgrace to a plvlliaed
than on
Maptawa for home, folly
SCHEPBR8 * SCHIPHORST.
doing nicely and will recover from their
aooner our people awake to this fact thjf | impressed with the idea that they had had
Holuto, MUA. Aank
m-it
Injnnet In a abort
«•
better aad ai^br it will be for oar city.
e good time.
j

community

Fresh Lager Beer

It,

TIN HAGBf.

Wm.
Holland, Micb., May

10,

IM

U-4y

*
/

TKUK HKADf
Miv

find a

1

woman

Y.

fair,

Ana her mind ns clear as air;
If her beauty sqm alone. .
'Tin to

me

'twere none.
’ 5 ft, f? -J.
•
H f
Mav I find a woman rich.
And not of too hitrlia pitch:
If that pride ehonld cause dialiln,
Tell me, lovor, where's tjiy gain? "

May

I

att 1{

$ Y

And

a

W

woman

wi.se.

Aim her falsehood not disguise;
Hath she wit ud she has will,
Double arm'd she is to ill.

3Uy

I

find a

woman

kind,

wim¥-

And not wavering
ng Ilk
like the

How

should I Call that love ndfie,
'tib his and his and thine?

W'heu

May I find a woman true:
'1 hen* is l>eauty'sfairesthue;
There is beauty, love and wit;
Happy he can compass It.
_ .

-- 5 -

__

____

__

-

.

-

.

-

- -

-

- , _

v
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The

Jidnight Moon,

_

BY OEORGIANA FEATHER8TONH AUGH.

Pretty Phyllis Dean tripped lightly
down the narrow street, with her numerous corrected exercises tucked away
beueath the cover of the large book
which she carried under her arm. The
hour had drawii close to midnight e’er
she had ceased to puzzle over the queer
hieroglyphics of the school children
the night before, and her usually•bright eyes looked heavy on this golden
aiornins. The wind blew the tufts of

fatal dart.”

Phyllis laughed, and crimsoned
am sure your friend has at
least method in her madness, cruel as
it may be, she believes that by aiming
slightly, “I

at the heart is certain death, whereas, a

shot in the leg or wing would cause
only agony or a short strugglefor life.”
•She appeared so innocent and utterly

unconsciousof his real meaning, that
Rav Fletcher was uncertain that she
had understood him.
“Oh! you know who I mean, Miss
Phyllis, ” he said, “though your innocent surprise would compel almost any
ther person but myself to the contrary. But to make it plainer, my
young friend, in conjunction with her
own propensities,teaches the young
idea how to shoot.”
A light of understanding seemed to
break over Phyllis’ countenance.

“lam quite certain that I could guess
who," she returned. “Jean Ward’s
niece of the •silver-minefame, who
teaches the infant class in Sundayschool, and who always pronounces her
French.”
look of disgust came over Ray’s
.'/ace, and he did not attempt to argue
the matter, for he knew well enough
Hhat Phyllis was in one of her contrary
moods this morning, and his words
would go for naught.
“Will you come by this road to-night
-on your way home?” he asked, as they
• came Je a point whtre two roads met.
you?” Phyllis asked, saucily,
as she turned toward the little brown
achool-house, with its noisy children
and open doors.
Ray twirled the corner of his drooping moustache.
“I will not say; ‘no’ might bring you.
while ‘yes’ womd surely keep you
^g's in

A

all the time if Ray Fletcher had been
cognizant of her mother’s intention.
Hhe turned- and went into the dingy
cottage, with disturbed thoughts and
railing against fate for her poverty.

were regarding her attentively. “If I had been rich, I know Madam
Very seldom it was that Madam FJetcher would have done different! v,
eyes

Fletcher was seen walking over the
dusty road, or even upon the clean
boards of the pavement. She always
rode in the old-fashioned carriage,
with the liveried footman perched upon

seat.

.

Phyllis’ eyes drooped for a moment
beneath the gaze. Perhaps she had
come herself to meet Ray on his way
home from his hunting tour. But her
color came and went, arid her heart
l>eat violently as this haughty

woman

“I believe that I am noi mistaken in
thinking that this is Miss Phyllis Dean, ”
she said, in a courteous but

cold

voice,

“and, being a stranger, I trust you will
pardon me for addressingyou.”
Phyllis bowed. Her agitation was
too great to allow her to utter a word.
“Again pardon me,” Madam Fletcher
said, “but you know my son Ray ?”
Again Phyllis bowed, while a thousand thoughts, flashed through her brain.
Her face was quite pale as she stood before this cold woman who, if anything
had happened, seemed very calm.

“Yon have met him here quite fregrass that thnut themselvesthrough quently, I understand,” ehe said as she
tne gaping boards of the pavement, tamed and surveyed the -surrounding
and the dew still glistenedin the bo- country as if stamping it upon her
som of the vellovheartedMay weed, memory.
and the royal dressed thistle.
“Yes,” Phyllis replied, “I have met
“Hello, Miss Phyllis!” and handsome your son here often. I met him this mornRay Fletcher came briskly behind her ing with his gun. I trust nothing has
with his gun slung across his shoulder,
and his three hunters by his side; Ray
Fletcher,with whom more than half the
girls of the place were in love, and
•over whom his aristocratic mother had
tvorried and 'fretted until her hair had
become quite gray^lest her only and
-beloved son should make a misalliance.
Phyllis stood still, and a few long
strides brought the young man to her
side. It was a strange habit of his to
catch up to Phyllis every four mornings
out of the five on her way to school,
upon which act more than one comment
had been made, and that was perhaps
why his fond mother had become more
anxious of late.
“Bon jour, Monsieur Fletcher,”Phyllis said with mocking deference.‘*1
perceive that you are upon slaughter
bent this morning,” looking at him askance.
“Yes, I am upon slaughterbent, as
you say, Miss Pliillis,”Ray replied.
“But it is only occasionallythat I indulge in such a cruel pastime, while a
certain person whom I know very well,
never ceases to bend her bow or aim
her arrow, but in a less innocent way,
for it is hearts that are pierced by the

"j::

happened.”
Madam Fletcher looked scornful, and
smiled a little satirically.“My son is
at home, and I am grieved to say has
met with a slight accident while hunting.

She paused.

How many

wild

but

-

”

PJiyllis had climbed the narrow,
winding stair, aud was standing before
her uncle’s door, which was closed and
barred against intruders. Phyllis listened for a moment for any noise within,
and her ear caught the sound of the old
cripple’s voice, counting, in a monotonous tone, as he had always done ever
since she could remember. There was
no key-hole through which she could
peep, for the door was fastenedupon
the inside by a bolt.
Phyllis left the spot. She had become accustomedto fhe strange whims
of her Uiicle Amos, and she thought
nothing of this queer fancy of his for
passing so many long hours in the incessant counting,for she was well aware
that he had little or nothing to count.
Surely, if he possessed money or treasures, they would not be obliged to livp
and struggle 'with poverty; nor would
she be obliged to spend her youth in
the confined atmosphere of the smoky
school-house.Yes, it was very hard to
be poor ; but, if she ever had money,
both Uncle Amos and herself should
live in ease and luxury, “and,” she said,
straightening up her slight figure, “I
ought to be thankful that I am not a
poor cripple like Uncle Amos; but I
know, if I keep on complaining, I will
soon learn to grumble, just as he has
grown to count his ‘endless column.’”
It was the last Saturday in the month,
and Phyllis was equpped and ready for
her shopping expedition to the neighboring city to make her little purchases
with the money she had hoarded for the
last sixty days. It was a small sum

enough, but her wardrobe demanded
certain attributes. She had turned her

thoughts tilled the girl’s brain. Had
Sunday dress into an every-day one,
come to ask her to go and see him.
and how was it possible to make that
It was a queer, romautic thought, and
answer for both purposes ?
was dashed in an instant by Madam
Her wounded feelings had not yet resaying:
“I trust you have not thought seri- covered from the interview with Madously of my son’s attentions,Miss ame Fletcher. Neither could she but
Dean.” How cold and even harsh her feel a twinge of regret for the ticklevoice sounded to Phyllis. “I came only hearted Ray, who had given her up so
from a sense of duty to yourself, aud to willingly, as the gay butterfly coquettes
him, dear Ray. He will go abroad with some woodland flower. Phyllis’
when he recovers and I do not suppose thoughts had wandered from her Sunday dress, which she was about to purhe ever told you of his engagement.”
chase, as she, walked through the
Phyllis’ cheek crimsoned. “I am sorry
streets of the city. Her eyes were cast
you thought it necessaryto come here
•Opon the ground, but she raised them
to tell me this,” she said, vainly trying
quickly when she felt herself brought
to control her voice. “I have never
in sudden contact with another body.
thought of your son as anything but a
It was Jack standing before her, makfriend.”
ing a wry face, with his hand upon his
Phyllis was conscious that she was
heart.
not speaking the truth; for, though she
“You have knocked it clean out of
had often tried to keep Raymond me this time, Phyllis.”
Fletcher’s handsome face from her
“Oh, Jack, excuse me. I was not
mind, just so often had she found it
looking to see where I was going.”
impossibleto do, and, then too, she had
She did not feel sorry for the meetthought that ho cared something for
ing, and she would ask him to go with
her.
her to help make her purchases.
As Phyllis walked home after her
“Don’t you want t<* come and help
unexpected interview, with her spirits me select a dress, Jack?” she asked.
crushed and her pride deeply wounded, “Two pair,ot eyes are better than one
and the large tears glistening upon her in choosing among a lot of bright fabcheeks, her quick ear caught the sound rics. ”
of some one singing in the distance.
Jack looked pleased, “What is it
She knew the voice, and hastened her going to be, Phyllis?” he asked.
footsteps.Jack Mowbray must not see “Your wedding-dress? If so, I must
her with the great tears in her eyes, decline.”
neither must lie suspect the anguish in
Phyllis laughed. “A bridegroom is
her heart.
a necessary appurtenance to a weddingBut she could not keep ahead of the dress, and as I am not fortunateenough
rapid footsteps,nor could she feign in having that future blessing, I am
deafness to the voice calling her.
obliged to content myself with a plain
She turned and tried to smile cheerily, go-to-meetinggown.”
but it was a dreary attempt at lightJack was quite contented. He liked
ness, aud Jack’s quick eye detectedthe to listen to Phyllis as she^ripped along
traces of tears, and the cheerfulness by Jiis side, aud, as her mission was
did not deceive him.
only a Sunday gown, he did not feel un“What now, Phyllis?” he asked. easy. . V
“I have been thinking that blue
“Have those little Arabs been tormenting you to death, or have you been re- would l)e a good color,” she went on;
proved by Madam Fletcher for flirting “red makes me look sallow.”
Jack looked dazed, and suggested
with her handsome son. I saw you
talking together a few moments ago.” green, at which Phyllis laughed outHe laid his hand upon her arm, “Yon ri ght and looked a little disgusted.
are too poor to satisfy the cravingsof
“Don’t yon know, Jack, that green is
Madam’s mercenary soul, she is as am- forsaken,”she asked, trying to appear
bitious /or gold as Croesus, while her serious. As she uttered the words a
doll-facedson is as fickle— as a wom- merry party passed them in an open
she-

-

an.”

across its

bosom.

“Well, Jack, to tell you the truth,
you were the only one who seemed interested, and so — so I bought green,
though it is forsaken.”
In an instant Jack’s arm was about
the slight figure.

“Did you really try to please me,
Phyllis?” he asked.
Phyllis’ head sank.
“Oh, Jack! I would do anything, on
earth to please you. You are the only
person who cares whether I live or die
to-morrow.”
Jack placed his hand beneath ^er
chin and raised her face to his own.
.“Will you marry me, Phyllis?” he
asked, hurriedly,with the almost dead
hope springing into new life.
“But, Jack, we are both so poor, and
then you would have Uncle Amos, too.”
Jack laughed, “We may be rich some
day, and then we can laugh at our pov-

erty.”

:*side.

“If Ray Fletcher marries Phyllis
Dean, it will not be for her money,”
-one.neighbor had often said to another.
“Old Amos Dean won’t have enough to
‘bury himself with, let alone leaving his'

was an

initiatory

one. She

is

more

considerate than the most of people,
for she walked, with her own aristocratic feet, for the purpose of telling
me that her son was going abroad, and
seemed anxioiwto know if I had succumbed utterly to his charms.” Phyllis’

and, most of all, her new Sunday dress,
which was green, a dark bottle-green,
and she could not tell why she had
bought
r
She had missed one train waiting for
Jack, and now the last would not start
until 9 o’clock. But he came at last
when the day h*ad ceased to shine, and
the moon hung high and full in the sky.
He took Phyllis’ small parcels and
stowed them away in his pockets, while
the hateful green dress he tucked under
his arm.
It was 11 o’clock when the train
stopped at the little station to allow the
few whose destination it was to alight.
“Don’t lose my beautiful green dress,
Jack,” Phyllis said, as they walked
along, “for I have spent all my money

it.

dowry.”
enough. To the people lip curled.
among whom he lived he, was known , Jack’s countenance fell.
-ohly as a poor cripple,who. shut him“Perhaps I did Madam an injustice
•aelf up in his low-ceilinged room of the about marrying her son to money. I
upon

vaiece a

It was true

.small frame house, never going among
the people of the neighborhood, or al' lowing- his doors to be thrown open to
those who were disposedto be friendly,
•while Phyllis, his Dfece apent her
1 bright young daw in, thp dingy schoolihouad, her only pleasure being the
-meeting of Ray Fletcher.
Phyllip did not/ee Ray that evening
on her way home from school. He had
jperhaps forgotten that it was Friday,

suppose you gave her a very satisfactory
reply?” he ask$d, with a sudden feir,
mingled with a faint hope; for he had
detected the trace of irony in her voice.
“Oh, yes, very satisfactory!”Phyllis
said, opening-the gate of the little'cott
tage, while Jack walked rather slowly
away, with a rathet curt goodmight
Phyllis leaned her head upon the gate
’for a moiiftint1, and then 'let the hot,
scalding tears /comq freely, wondering

Never put a bib on a child with a
poor appetite. It will be sure to go
against his stomach.

'

There are some men so talkative that
nothing but the toothache can make
one of them hold his jaw.
The cabbage is a less-pleasing quadruped than the rose ; but the rose is at
a discount when corned-beef is in season.

“You are setting us a bad example,”
as the algebra class said when the
teacher wrote a hard equation on the
board.

An Arkansas editor says that

the

stingiest man in town talks through his

and

nose to save the wear

tear on his

false teeth.

There is no difference between a
well-limbed tramp and a well-trimmed
lamp when a cyclone makes its appearance. for they both light out.

,,

“No, I won’t take your combings and
Phyllis closed her eyes.
have them 'made into bangs, either,”
“If you will have me, Jack— only poor
growled Mr. Oldhusband to his wife.
Phyllis— I will marry you.”
“Why, sir?” “Because I’d be arrested
She stretchedout her hand and took
for treas-pMsing.— PittsburghTelethe parcel from him, and threw it over

graph.

the railing of the bridge.

now.”

“It is green, Jack, and I am not forsaken
,
The low, brown cottage was very dark
when they reached the gate, and the accustomed light shining through Amos
Dean’s closed slats was not visible, but,
instead, the shutterswere thrown open
wide, and the moonlight streamed full
upon the small panes of the window.
Phyllis looked for a moment at the
window, and the feeling of wonder gave
place to a strange sense of alarm. She
took Jack’s hand. “Come,” she said,
“I cannot go up there alone.”
Jack Mowbray obediently allowed
the soft hand to lead him into the dark
hall and up the narrow, winding stairs.
Phyllis rapped upon the thin panel
of her uncle’s door, but there was no
response,only the echo that seemed to
reverberate through the dim hall.
Jack pressed the weight of his strong
frame against the door, which yielded
with a crash as the time-seasonedwood
gave way beneath his weight.
Phyllis uttered a cry. The full-moon
shone directly down through the shutterless window, revealing plainly to her
sight Amos Dean sitting bolt upright
in his chair, before a small table which
was drawu close up to the window.
She approached him, but he made no
movement; she called him by name,
but his lips uttered no response; and,
by the light that seemed to penetrate
every corner of the room, Phyllis saw
that her uncle was dead. She touched
the hand that rested upon the table,
and as she did so she caught the light
of numerous sparkling stones lying
upon the dark wood of the table.
“Jack,” she said in a whisper, “Wkat(
does it mean— what are they?”
Jack bent down and looked long and
attentively at the scintillatingrays which
flashed in the broad light of the moon.
He stood up, and looked at Phyllis as
he grasped the back of the dead man’s
chair.” They are diamonds, Phyllis.”
It was all he could say as he turned
away, and held out his hand to the
trembling girl. But Phyllis burst into
tears and leaned against the table. She
dared not say the words that came to
her lips, but they rang in her ears until
her brain reeled.
Her Uncle Amos had been a miser.
Yes, Amos Dean had lived a life of
struggle and poverty that he might
hoard his great wealth, and night by
night gaze at it and gloat over its increasing value. Half a million of money
investedin diamonds, whose combined
brilliancy would have dazzled the eyes
and confused the brain of their be•

holder.

•

^

Samuel Gunn was arraigned in a lo?
cal court for intoxication. When he
shot his breath at the Judge the latter
remarked that it was evidently a muzzle-odor, but he couldn’t permit a discharge.

He stood before her holding both her
hands in his, aud he asked her, softly,
“Why am I like a railroad train?” “Because you never get anything to eat?”
“No. my own, it is because I hold twowrists.”

TROUTINO.
On Jordan's stormy banks I stand
And cast the temptimr worm,
In sweet expectancyto land
A trout and see him squirm.
—Suracnsr Herald.

“Oh dear,” exclaimedEdith to her

you would sit still. I
never saw such au uneasy thing in my
life. Why don’t' you act like grown
people, and be still aud stupid for a
while."— Burlington Hawkeye.
doll, “I do wish

On the street: “I understand that
you own a great many houses, and
small farms in the suburbs.” “Yes.”
“Do you live on any of them?” “No.”
“Then you don’t raise anything?” “Oh,
yes; every spring I raise rents.”

A German went to a friend and said
“To-morrow I owe you $20,000. I am
ruined. I cannot pay it, and I cannot
shleep a vink.” The creditor said : “Vy
:

me to-morrow
shleep a vink.”

didn’t you vait to dell

Now

neither can

I

?

Ann Eliza writes to ask why a poor
invariably keeps dogs. We have
not given the question much consideration, but we have concluded that a poor
man supports a dog to keep the wolf
from the door.— Yonkers Statesman,
It is sad to hear . a religioussociety
singing, “When I can read my title
clear to mansions in the skies," when
you reflect upon the lamentablefact

man

they have not got so far as to be able to
read a clear title of their church mansion on earth.— Bos/o?! Transcript.

DOLLARS AND ASSENTS.
The man that runs an auction,
And watches for a nod,
Must either be near-righted,
Of else he's very odd.

For when yon bid on aomethina
He smiles with sweet content,
And thinks you nod a dollar
When you only nod assent.
— Yonkers Statesman.

A new coachman has been advised to
be scrupulously polite toward his employer if he wishes to keep his place.
Accordingly, when his master visits the
stable the following conversatioutakes
place: “Well, John, how are the horses
this morning ?” “ Quite well, sir, thank

yon. And you?”
Gratifying : Amateur
carrier)— “Did you see

artist (to the

my picture
excitementthat followed
Phyllis forgot the Sunday gown float- safely delivered at the Royal Academy ?”
ing upon the river, and her poverty Carrier— “Yessir, and mighty pleased
that had so long held up its threatening they seemed to be witii it— -leastways if
one may jedge, air. They didn’t say
tinger.— Chicago Ledger.
In the

how

An Attachable Coat-Tail.

A New York tailor named Boody has
patented an invention that has at once
endeared him to the heart o/ every
young man on the globe. This boon to
mankind is no less than a patent attachable coat-tail of the claw-hammer
species. With this improvement an
ordinary Seymour bob-tail coat can be
convertedinto a fpll dress affair at

.

Phyllis went straight on her old, accusJaok laughed outright, aud placed
tomed beat, though she knew that his finger upon the tear-stain traces, “I
more than one pair of eyes counted the believe. Phyllis, you are fibbing.”
number of times the erect figure took
Phyllis laughed now, her old, accusits wav toward the little school-house. tomed laugh. Somehow, Jack always
Rut Phyllis enjoyed his companionship, put her in a good humor, ^nd made her
and, though she did not encourage him forget her wooer.
in. his frequent visits, she certainly
“Madam Fletcher appears to be very
.-always managed to keep him at her kind,” she said, “though the meeting

PITH AND POINT.

bridge looking into the water where long
bars of alternate light and shadow crept

carriage, which caused her feigned soJack laughed merrily as he spoke. briety to become genuine, for a hat was
“Wm
He felt free in speaking thus plainly to lifted to them, and Phyllis had only
Phyllis, for had not he been bet con- time to perceive that it was Raymond
stant escort, nay, even slave, when she Fletcher greeting her as they * drove
suddenly transferred her smiles to this rapidly by, and the fair, frail girl by
Ray Fletcher, aud bestowed upon him- his side was no doubt the happy being
self 'sundry snubs, which were not easily of whom liis mother had spoken.
a moment’s notice. Most young
forgotten. «
It was late in the afternoon before men leave their dress coats in charge of
“You are very candid, at any rate, Phyllis had completed her simple shop- their father’s brother for safe keeping
:away.” •
Jack,* Phyllis said with dignity, “and I ping. Jack had promised to meet her and protection from moths, and even
If accident happened to throw Ray cannot imagine why you should think
at the station in time to take the early those who do not will appreciate the
-FJetcher in her way— Which accident Madam and myself are not on the best
train home. Phyllis was dissatisfied advantage of always having a ball-room
weas generallyof Ray’s own designing— of terms?”
with herself and the day in general, costume ready to be coupled on, as it

‘

\

4-f

plafted herself directly in her way.

Under

ly?

y

and that school let out half an hour
earlier.' But, in "spite of his absence,
there was a figure in black, with a face
wonderfully like Ray’s framed in a profusion of gray curls and the sharp

the high

• r.

,

*

nothin’— but— Lor’,
laugh !”-^-iondon Punch.

they

did

“What are we going to do with our
dead?” asks an excited cremationist.
Be calm, man.

We can get along well
enough with our dead. They won’t
trouble us. They are good and qniet
enough. It’s the live men that worry
us. What are we going to do with some
of the live men ? Aud we will tell you,
confidentially; there is one of them we
are going to push down a four-story elevator well, if he comes up with the same
old bill just once more to-day. Then
you can take what is left of him and go
on with the discussion

of

your question.

—BurlingtonHawkeye.
pat’s reason.

were. To newspaper reporters Boody’s

One day in a crowded Gates avenue car,
patent is simply invaluable, as enabling A lady was standing. She had ridden unite far,
And seemed much disposed to indulge In a
them to attend a fashionable wedding
frown, '
directly after a fire, and to take in a As nobody offered to let her sit down.
swell ball on the way back from a dog- And many there sat who, to Judge by their dress,
Might a gentleman'snatu al instincts possess,
fight. The patentee is now running a But who. Judged by their acts, makes us firmly
believe
factory on full time to supply the trade
That appearancesoften will sadly deceive.
with his admirable conception,which There were some most Intently devouring the
news,
he puts up in handsome and convenient
some, thro* the windows, enjoying the
boxes at the small price of 75 cents And views;
each. The social millenium will in- And others IndulgedIn a make-believenap—
deed have arrived when the young man While the lady still stood holding on by the

of

the period can start serenely out of

an evening fully prepared for any
emergency, knowing that he fias a
clean handkerchief in his coat and his
tail in his pocket.— Sem Francisco
Font.

strap.
At last a young Irishman,fresh from the "sod,"
Arose with a smileund a comicalnod.
Which said quite as plain as In words could be
stated
That the lady should sit in the place he'd vacated.
"Excuse me," said Pat, “that I caused you to

wait
So long before offerin’to give you a sate,

A Deputy Marshal went to arrest a But in troth I was only Just waftin' to see
it.
there wasn't more glntlemlnhete beside me."
moonshiner down in North Carolina. If
—Brooklyn Ea<jle.
J ack’s heart gave several loud thumps.
After announcing his business, the old
“Did you say green, Phyllis?” he man lav down on the floor and told the
Neab Bozeman, on the Northern Paasked.
officer fie was ready to go, but he would cific railroad, is a ourVe which, if pro"Yes, Jack, a dark bottle-green, just
have to carry him. He weighed 300 longed, would make a circle 600 feet in'
as the grass looks on a cold spring
pounds. While the officer was gone for diameter. This is a very sharp curve,
day."
assistance the old man disappeared.
as 720 feet is the smallest diameter
“But,” said Jack, “I thought it was
deemed
.
going to be bine. Say,4 Phyllis, did
A Southern mat who during the
you buy that green dress because I said freight of the craze named his son PinIt is said that decaying cabbage will
green, and you thought I liked it?*
afore hopes he’ll die before the boy gets prodnee diphtheria sooner than any,
They were standing upon the rustio big enough to lick him.
other nuisa&oe about the house.
‘

safe.

A VETERAN BENEFACTOR.
H!h rant Life, Prewst Flam, and tOTiat
He Han to 8ay Upon a Subject That
ArttuiiiHliedHim.
[From the New York Time*.]
Nearly forty yean ago a young man, of
unusual endowment*, began to mould pubdie opinion upon a subject of vital importinue. Like all pioneers, his early efforts
were unsuccessful,but his ability and the
v. lue ef his work soon won public contideuce, and to-day there is not a v llage or
hamlet in the country that has not been-in-

tuenced by Dr. Dio Lewis. When, therefore,
it was learned yesterday that he contempluted the establishmentof a large magazine
in this city, the fact was deemed so important that a representativeof this paper
wfci commissionedto see him and ascertain

A WOMAN’S KXPERIENCE.
The Great Tforthwent.
Mr*. Wilma* Downes, of fAridgej Muss., writ**
The great increasein travel* to the North
Italy is the most malarious country west ha* forced the -Famous All ert Lea
on March 15,
as follows
in the civilizeilworld. Of ‘the sixty- Route* to putSuprA its line magniticent
“During the i>i»t three years I have been a great
nine provinces of ttie kjnjjdoraonly Dining, Cars, in which pa**engers will b< inffererfrom »comiilir*tlonof diseases which l>afsix are nominallyfree from what is wrvea met’s iecontHn quality to.no firM*. Xi-Uthe skill of the most experienced doctors, *s I
clas* hotel, for the small sum of 15 ceiite could not obtain periuam,ntTtli*lby their trssbuent
known as miasmaticor Roman fever, each.
and prescriptions; and I have also tried many soThe Chica:o, Rock Island and Pacific rail- called cures In the medicine line,but could get no reand in twenty-oneihe spqnrgc assumes
way,
which
controls
this
route,
has
always
really serious proportions. Every year
lief. The pains, adits and weakness increased so
maintained a reputation for giving travelers
no fewer than 40,000 men in the army first-class meals on its Dining Cars, and, in rapidly and constantly that I was so reduced in
are attacked by ttye disease, and it is putting on this Hue the same class of cars, it strengthas to be unable to leave the bed, and the doctors informed me that there was no hope of a recovcalculatedthat the prevalence-of ma- tills a want that the travelingpublic will ap
ery. In this exhausted and discouraged conditiona
laria necessitatesthe annual expendi- preoiate.
“The Albert Lea Route” is carrying a very dear friend perauadtd me to nac Hunt's liemedy.and
ture by the Government of something large shitce of the Northwestern travel, and. after taking' it only three days 1 commenced to get
like 10,000,000lire for the maintenance although early in the season, has com- better, and to my great jo|aad delight I have conof special hospitals for public servants. menced to ^ell’toulist«'tickets to the variouf tinued to improve constantlyby iU use, until now,
pleasure resorts irt’a
lira Volume sumfeicntly alter having taken the remedy only u few weeks, 1 am
It has been found that the extensionof
large to guarantee an immense summei aide to lie about my bouse again, and am now doing
the railway system throughout the traffic.
my housework, My lame bark is cured, the severe
peninsula has increasedthe evM. Thp
pains have disappeared,and I am now in better
An ancient prohlblt'onist—Richard III. health than for many years, and lieg this privilege ot
turning up of fresh damp earth, and He stopped King Henry’* “bier.”

m

fhe unavoidable formation of new
the t.uth of the rumor.
Hr. Lio Lewis is a gentleman of fiO years banks, deep cuttings, and excaand JOU pounds, with snow-white hair and vations which speedily fill • with
beurd, but probably the most perfect picture
water, breed the disease in its
of heali h and vigor in the metropolis. He is
a living exponent of his teaemngs, and, worst forms. On one of the railway
notwithstandingthe amount of work he lines which runs through much marsh
has already done, promises still greatei; land the annyal rate of mortality
activity for years to come. He received the
among the employes is 30 per1 1,000.
interviewer' most courteously,andiurepiy
to u question said:
The Livery Man’s Paradise.
“It is true I have come to New York to establish a monthly magazine, I have come
There
is probably no city in the
here lor the fame reason that I went to Boston twenty-live yea « ago. Then Boston United States, where in proportionto
was the best platform in the country irom
wh.cu to speak of educatioa New iork has
now become most hospitableto progressive
thoughts, and e-peciallyso to movements
on behalf of phyrica!training.
“1 have reason to know the great and abiding interest of the American people in this
subject They have come to realize that the
future of our country pivots upon our physical vitality, and especially upon the vigor
oi our women. My new magazine will bear
the title Dio Ltmith Monthly, and be devoted to Sanitary and 8 >cial Science I hope
through its page’s to inauguratea new departure in hygiene.”
“Have you not written several books on
the subject?”
“Yes, nine volumes, and some of them like
Our Girl*, published by the Harpers, have
had an enormous circulation, but the best
work of my life I shall give the world in the
new magazine. Forty years of skirmishing
ought to conclude with ten years of organized warfare.”
“Doctor, what is the occasion of this new
interest in health (luestious?”
“It ha* come through suffering,which
seems the only road t > self-knowledge. The
stomach, heart, kidneys or liver fall into
trouble, happiness i< gone, and then people
give attentionto their health.”
“Which of these organs is most frequently
the victim of our errors?" asked the reporter.

“Within the last few years diseases ot the

kidneys have greatly multiplied. When I
was engaged in practice, thirty-live and forty years ago, serious diseaseof the kidney-

was
and

rare; but
faia

now

distressinglyfrequent

.”

’

Malariots Italy.

population,so many carriages and driving horses are kept as in Washington.
A well-known liveryman said to a correspondent that the greatest feature of
his winter business was the hiring of
teams by the season to Congressmen.
Said he: “They always want the best.
They are in for ‘show.’ ’’ Many of them

wanted

liveried footmen and drivers,
and their own monograms oi arms em-

blazoned the doors of

their

_
_

"I

:

-

The market is flooded with worthless and
vile compounds for the rejuvenationof the
hair, but Oitrboline, the great petroleum
hair renewer and dressing,ns now improved
and perfected,still takes the front rank us
the tast preparationever ottered tc the

public

“OUR FLAG

and tides, and

All our lady friends will be delighted to
I. L f’ragin ,Y Co. .lid 8. 4th st.Phila. ,
aiegivingfirst-classrianoBheetMusic,vocal
and instrument:!', gratis. (No ad ver filing on
it ) Wr.te for catalogue. Mention this paper.
hear that

from

this show,

I

got so bod I

I

lb*, to 1301 I bod been doctoring

liver, but it did

me no good.

I did

me Hop

began to

Bitters. Directly my npn* left me, my en-

pet.te returned, ray pa

seemed renewed a* f by inufio,
1 cm bofc( nly
as sound as u fovere'gn bnt weigh more
than I did before. To Hop Bitten 1 owe mj

tire sv Btein

ami after ueingievein! bottle*

Ilia

Dublin, June

tl,

HTILL THERE."

'81.

R. Fitzpatrick.

CHAPTKR II.
"Maiden. Maas.. Feb. I, 1W0. (lentlemen1 sufferedWith attacks of sick headache."

N.ura’gda female trouble, for yean in therm*: terrible and excruciatingmanner.
No medicine or doctor could give me reor cure i n Jl I rated Hop Bitienv

lief

under drte oi April 15, IHSt:
"To whom it may concern : This may certifythat
two years ago I was very badly afllieted with kidney
and urinary diffleulties,which extended throughthe
system and laid me up for weeks, so that I could do

“The

tie

first ho;

me;"

Ner.rly cured

The Beoot d made me a* well and strong a*

when

a child.

“And

I

Lave been co to this day."

My husband wn* an

invalid for twenty

years with a serious
“Kidney, liver, and urinarycomplaint

“Pronounced by Bo*ton’s best physicians—
“Incurable!”

Seven bottle* of your
I know of the

me."

cured him

bitter*

and

Lives c.f eight person*"
In uiv ne:gi-borhoodthat have been Raved
bv your bitters
And many more are using them with grea*.
•

FARMERS!

“Rough on Rats"— Clears out rats, nitre, flies,
roaches, bed-bugs. ant*, vermin, chipmunk*. 16c.

benefit.

down-upon plebianlivery-stable proprietor. “Why, there is a landeau, " said he,
pointing to a handsome vehicle nearby,

mem-

T

not expect to live more than tbreu month*.

Mr. H. B. LoNurELLOW, August*,Me., east side

“They Uni oat

and from

“that has given serviefc to three

my

for

river, writes us

The most comfortable lioot in town is that
these with Lyon's Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.
outward appearances estimate the
Skinny Men— "Well* 'Health Renewer" restores
wealth of the Hon. So-and-So. They
health und vigor, cures dyspepsia, Impotence. $1.
little think that all that show is the product of the enterprise of a mucli lookedWeak and Feeble.
all

•

shrunk!

I

carriages. The general public, of course

admire

a

Could not move!

no work. 1 had the most skillful physician in town
e ho gave me no assistance.Hearing of Hunt's Remedy. I got a bottle and half of it cured me entirely, so
that 1 have been well ever sinixi. Tim ottier half I
gave to a neighbor who was afflicted muth as I was,
and it restoredhim to health. 1 can truly aay Hunt's
Remedy has been of great and inexpressibleworth to

“Buchu-Paiba. Quick, complete cure, all
annoying Kidn-'yand Urinary Diseases <1.

coupes or

18

***

year ago

fever."

i,

Wells’ “Rough on Cohns.”— 16c. Ask for it
Comnlete, permanent cure. Corns, warts, bunions.

>

got tick again 'with terrible pain* In my buck

great benefit to his health by the use of this most
candidate. valuable medicine,Huutli Remedy."
no such th ng as an ex-candidate.

-

vs* take* sick
With bilious

I.

“My doctor pronounced me cured, but

Once a candidate always a
is

citarm

“

gladly recommending Hunt’s Remedy to all who are
Livei: d teases, headache and constipation, flirted with any diseaseof the kidneys or liver ; and
caused by bad digestion,quickly cured by I also highly recommend It for the attacks of sick
headache.My husbandalso has experienced a very
Brown s lion Bitters •

There

Gain.

Lom and

All

PLEASE CONSIDER THIS:

Peiij Davis Pain-Killer

persons who feel the laMiturie, languor and de-

bilityp« culiar

to heated weather cm find in

iraole*!" —Mr*, F.

D. Slack,
to Get Sice.— Expose yourself day
and l ight; eat too much without exercDe;
work loo hard without re^t; doctor all thetime: take all the vile nostrum* odv«;rtfied,
and then you will want to know hoir to yet
irett, which i* answered in three words—
n

How

Take Hop

!

Bitters

.

HOOD’S

SARSAPARILLAa remedy which will secure recov-

Act* wiUi wotuterfulraphtUy,and never fall*,when
taken at the commencement of an attack of

from deprenaion,return of their unual intcrent in
the things of We. and of their natural vivacityand
cheerfulnessof disposition.In auch coses the system
rallies under the influenceof Hood’s Sarsaparilla,

bers of Congress and their families during different Congressionalseasons.”

Do

ery

CHOLERA, CHOLERA MORB0S,

Birarlej’KWhite Mountain* Excursions. which punfies the

blood,tones and strengthens the
digestive organs and imparts fresh life and energy^
"Hood’s Sarsaparilla is putting new life right into
me. I have taken two bottles."
"I bail scrofuloussores that run all the time. I took
six UiUles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and they are gone."
Mn*. Louisa CpRsoN (16 years old', Bridgeton,Me.
"I had lieeti subject to Sick Headachesfor years

Three excursions “from Detroit to the
Rea" will leave DetroitJune 27, July 11 and
25. Round trip, 2,200 miles, only $22.
Route include* the St. Lawrence River,
Thousand Islandsand famous Rapids. Montreal, Quebec, White Mts. and Sen Shore.
Tickets good 00 days. Send stamp for circu- every few weeks, at times so violent I was obligedto
lar. W.H B re arley ,Detroit{ M ich . lAYuvt. give up work and keep my bed for the entire day.

_

A* well as

all

summer complaint*of

a

similar

natur*.

For

Sudden Colds, Sore Throat,
A-c„ n tablespoonfulof Paih-Killkr. in sweetened
water (warm or i-old),taken at the lieginning of an attack will prove an almost never-failing cure, and save
much sufTermg.

- j o what do you attribute this great inFor
crease of kidney troubles?”
Kince taking Hood's Sarsaparilla1 have not lost an
A Druggtot’fl Mistake— Not Fatal.
‘ To the use of stimulating drinks, adulterhour from this cause.” H. Woodiizrky.Boston.
ated food and irregular of life.”
A beautifulyoung lady tripped into If you have failed in he:.lth, in strength,in appe- Neuralgia,Rheumatism, Burns,
“Doctor, have you auy contidence iu the
tite, do not despairuntil you have tried Hood’s Sarremedy of which we hear so much now a the drug store a few days ago, und told saparillt. which enters the eirculatlAlImmediately
days, ‘Wurner'sSafe Cure?”
young Speight, who presides there, and invigoratesthe nervous system.
Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, &c.,
“I believe in the ounce of prevention, that she wished some castor oil, and
Hood’s Sarsaparilla sold by drugtfst*,fl; six tor
The Pain-Kiu.rrwill be found a willing physician, A Salvator for Invalid* and tho Aged. Ao
rather than a ton oi cure”
IncomparabloAllmontfbrthoOrowth
and
and able to relieve your suffering without delay,
“But have vou noticed the remarkable asked him if he could mix it up so as $.‘i. Prepared only by C. I. HOOD * CO., apothecaries, ready
and at a very iusignificant cost. For
Lowell.Maas.
Protection of Infant* and Chllctron.
to disguise the taste of it.
testimonialsoi Warner’s remedy?”
A Superior NutritiveIn Continued
“1 have, and confess that they have puzA Kenmrkable Tribute.
“Oh, yes,” says Speight. Presently
Fevere, and a Reliable Remedial
zled and astonished
The commenda- Speight said :
Sidney Ourchnndro, ot Pittsburgh,Pa„ writes
Colds,
and Dysentery in Horses,
Agent In all Oleeateeof the Sto/nachand
tions of proprietarymedicines usuallycome
‘I
hare
used
Dr.
Wm.
Hall's
Balsam
for
Uie
Lungs
“Will vou have a glass of soda-water,
Inteetlnee.
fioin unknown persons residing in back
many years, with the most gratifyingresults.Tlie The Pain-Kilmerhas no Mpial, and it has never been
counties. But I see in our most reputab.e Miss
known to tail to effect a cure In a single instance. It 1*
HT8 juttly celebratedDietgtio Preparation 1*.
relievinginfluenceof Hall's Balsam Is wonderful. given a* a drench, a small Mile of PAIN-KiuacnIn a
newspaj ers the warmest praise of Warner s
“Oh, yes,” says she. After drinking
pint of nmlaMMNi and waur. It i* uwd in *oine ot th*
Hate Cure from College Professors,ns. ect- ,the soda-water the young lady waited The pain and rack of Uie body, incidentalto a tight Unrest livery h table* and hon* InArmarie* In th*
rough, soon disappear by Uie use of a spoonful ac-.
able physicians and Oiher persons of high
world. Ter reauwiUte young lamb* or other Mtork
only.beon hifhljr recommendedbut aertifleAin eliigence and character. To thrust such awhile, and then asked Speight if the cording to directions. My wife always sends for Hall's chilledand drinj? from cold, * little Pain-Killkb
to by • large number of ehewteta and niiyeleUnemixed with milk will, reatorethem to health very
Balsam insteadot a physician."
tes imony aside may be prof.-ssional, but »t castor-oil was ready.
Quickly.
is unmanly. No physician can forget that
“ h !” says Speight, “you have alWThe Pain-Killkr 1* for nale by DnjgpiHU, ABLE FOOD for the GROWTH end PBOT
I»r. Green’sOxygenatedHitters
valuable additions to oar Materia Medico
ready taken the castor-oil in the soda- Is the oldest and lest remedy for Dyspepsia.Bilious- AliotherariffljGrocer* and Medicine Dcalm* UmiuKh- cf INFANTS and CHILDREN and Cor
have s; rung from just such sources. I was
lacking SufficientNourlehmentfor Oietr € . . t _
Unlike these preparations mad* from aaiaal or
ness, Malaria,Indigestion, all disordersof the Stomso impre-sedwith this cloud of witnesses water.”
fee a wwk in year own town. Term* and |5 outfit vinoue Matter, which ere liable to etimulate th*
“Great heavings!”said the yonug ach. and all disease*indicatingan impure condition f 00 free. AddrN*U.HALLKTT*Co.. Portland.Me. brain and irritate the dtgeetiveorgene, it embrace*
that i purchased some bottles of Warner sin Ha elementaryoomyoeltionBate Cure at u neighboring drug store, and lady, “I wanted the oil for my mother.”
of the Blood, Kidneys and' Liver.
MUHFHINE HABIT. That which mnkee strong tone and Muscle.
ana y. ed one f them to see if it contained
—Fort
Gantex {Te.r.) Tribune.
No
pay till cured. Ten
That which make* good Flesh and Blood.
am thing poisonous.Then I took three of
year* tstnlillshed,I.him)
Thnt which I* easy of Dtgeetlon~never
con~
the prescri bed do e at on je, and found th ?re
enred. Htnto case. I>r.
FrriionHl !— To Men Only !
•tlpating. That which I* kind and friend lyMaridi, Quincy, Mich.
w as nothing iniurious in it I do not hesiThe Voltaic Belt Co.. Marshall. Mich.,
to the Brain, and that which acta aa
tate to sav that if I found my kidney s in scpreventive of those Intestinal Disorder^
rams troub e 1 should use this remedy, be- will send Dr. Dve’s CelebratedElectroIncidentalto Childhood,
cause of the hopelessness of all ordinary Voltaic Belt* and Electric Appliances on trial
Any
dl»ea*e, wound
And, while it would n* difficult to conceive of
treatment, and because when a hundred in- for thirty day* to men (young or old) who
or injury entitle*.Itounty, Hack l*ity.Inem***
anything
in Food or Deeeert more Creamy and Doof Peiudon.or iHmharnr* Pro< uvttl, Hnret rUiu:*
telligent and reputable persons unite in the %re afflicted with nervous debility, loet viUcioue, or more Nourishing end BtreiirthcnlPCa*
paid.
New
Law*.
A.
W.
MORGAN,
Pension
Attoran alimentin Fevera, PulmonaryComp.uniastatement that a certain remedy has cured tality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
Dyspepsia and Oeneral Debtllty, Ha Rare Medicinal
them of a grave mu aiy I choo>e to believe speedy and complete restoration of health
Exceiu-ntoiu all InUaUnal Diseases, cepcoialiyia
and nianly vigor. Address ns above. N. B.—
“TH« BEST IS CHEAPEST."’
that they speak the truth ”
Dysentery, Chronic Diarrhoea and Cholera
No
risk
i*
incurred,
as
thirty
day*'
trial
i*
al“But, iis you may know, mv great interest
EMMS,
SAW-HILLS,
Infantum,
in life 1 es in prevention.For lorty years I lowed.
HAS BEEN INCONTESTABLY PROVEN.
nom* Power* 1
ClomBallm
have labored m this field. One of the phases
A Houan/.a for Trawler*.
^TSOLDBYDRyCGISTS;
(Miitedtoall nectJon*.) WrlteforFl»«;»-;illaii.l,uni|il.let
ot my work in New England was the cstabu.ti PriceetoTl^Aultnuin
& Taylor Co., Mum-lii'fil. Ohio.
IN THE PRINCIPAL CITKSi
When in Chicago, Ftor at the Gault House,
IMrnen: of the Ladies' Seminary at LexingOf THE UNmOCTATttcomer Madison and Clinton streets. Tin
ton, Maas. Mv aim was to illustrate the posnibiiitiisinthe phy leal training of girls Gau t lias been rebuilt, refurnished,and enAGENTS WANTED
7J0HNGARI£&S0NS:
tine Machine ever inTcnlcd. Will knit a pair of
dur ng their school life. Thi« institution larged. to accommodate 'M 0 pe >plt It i on
utmTiitig*with HKKL and TOP} • omiiJoUtIn -O
became, before I left it, the larges: and most tains every improvement of the modern
minute*.It will al*o knit a great v|£**t» of fancynuccesefulseminary for voting women, hotel and i" located in the heart of the
work for which there in alWay* a ready market.Kend
PAINLESS EYE WATER
for rfreular and tenna to tho TwoinblyKnitting
owned and managed by one person, in our wholesale and manufacturing district.
Miu htne Co., 163 Tremont Street. Boaton, Mae*.
and weak eywt in a few bona, (live* NO PAINT Aak
country. I sat (loa n to dinner every day Check vour baggage to the Gau it Terms
for.it. DR. J. A. DICKEY, Proprietor,
Briatol, Tetm_
with a family of 20J t arsons. Tne remark- •2 and 12 50. H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
in Tcxa* and Arkanaa*.
able result*:of thi« muscle training among
Low price, long credit.
___ ^
______ Rich agricultural Landa, PENSIONS
Fob dyspepsia, indigestion, flepression of
girls were. given in my paper published in
producing Wheat
prodiiiTOg
Wheat, Rye. Oat*.
Oat*, Cora, Cotton. Qfaaae*. advance fee (*Y)«rieDM1H yr* ; writ* for rfreular beet
in fitriew of Decem- spirits and general debility in their various
the North American
and all the Choice Fruit*; near achoola, churchea and n-lcrviHCH.AAS.McCoKMica.l’ikc’HR'd’g.L’inrfniwti.O
forms; also as a preventive againstfever and
her. 18K2.
reilniode.P'KKK fare to all who purcb**o land, For
ii.uiwofTexaa, Arkaima*.Kauaa* and Mlaaouri,with
“Beside.I establishedthe Normal Institute ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
all inlormation, addrea* JNO. E. ENNIN, Pax*, and
for Physical Training in Boston, and for ten “Ferro-PhosphoratedElixir of Calisaya,"
Land Agt. M(>. P. Ry. Co., 10D Clark St., Chicago, III.
yea s was its President and Manager. Dr. made by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York,
Full fn*t ruction*tad Umul bouk on Patenl*hM frt*Walter (’banning,Dr. Thomas Hoskins, Prof. and sold by all druggists, is the best tonic;
“FEE XX
Leonard and others were among it« teach- and for patients recovering from fever or
No time Rhnnld lie lout if the rtomaoh, liver and
ers, and more t mn 400 persons took its di- other sickness it has no euuoi
PISO 5
bowi I* a v affected to adopt the mire remedy, Ho*ploma and went out into all parts of the
BEST
COICS WMUI ALL (ISC FAIll,
Rlandeb
is like a tin kettle tied to a dog's
land to teach the new tchool of gymnastics.
etterV Stomach Bitter*. Di*e.a*e«of the oryan*
And now the years lelt to me I propose to tall— very good fun so long as it isn't? our named iK-yet other* far more acrioun, and a delay i*
Write for price* and term* to
devote to th i magazino which I have come dog.
therefore hazardous.Dyspepsia, liver complaint,
heie to establish. It will be the largest
chillsand fever, early rheumatictwinpes, kidney
TOLEDO
CART COMPANY.
Dyspepsia.
periodicalever devoted to this fie d < f literweakness, bring seriousIsidily troubleif trifled with.
Dyspepsiaand sick headache do not re- Lose no time in using this effectiveand safe mediature, and will present the hundred and one
r^faiTBOoSff
Toledo, Ohio.
questions of hygiene with the simplicityof turn to those who have used Great German
cine.
THIRTY-THRU
TEARS
Hop
Bittern
Bold
by
all
druggists.
u ch id * talk. To this end all so-called
For sale by all Dmirrist* and Dealer*generally.
learning will he subordinated.The magaIt is an extraordinary fact that those who
zine will he more or less illustrated, and will
s.iive to reach a high place in the confi- get to high words generally use very low DR.
Introductionby Ok*. Rmeuah. Superb lllmtrstlonerbyrree.,
___
dence and hearts of the people. In a few languages
Will cure Neprou*nm.
Lumbago. Kheunutiiim.Par
weeks our first number will appear, and we
flic mn»t valuable and thrilling
hriUtagboi
hook emr written. ItreU*
~
A Happy Wife,
nly.ls. Neuralgia. Sciatica.
Ukr wildfire,and i* the freadeeti
granaMt cbomti to coin money
shall fondly hope for it a hearty welcome.”
Kidney. Spine and Liver
“My dear husband, I never slept so soundly
ever offered to....
Agenta.Read
wad for Circulars.
C
Extra term*.
ill.ease*. Gout. Asthma .Heart
The facts above narrated are Indeed most
Specimen
Plat*. eU*.. all free. Addma
dlM-av*.Dyspepsia. Constlimportant It is gratifying to know that tue as I do now, after using German Hop BitA. 0. NETTLETON A OO., P uMUker, Cklaag^ HL
path
n.
Erysipelas.
Catarrh.
ters." Sold by all druggists.
lue-iong experiences of a gentleman who
Pile*. Epifepsv.Imixitoncy.
Dumb Ague. Prolapsus Uteri, etc. Only scientificElecstands without a peer in successfully demonA fahhon writer says the “leg-oi'-mutton Uie Belt In America thnt send, the Electricity and magstrut ng the principles of hygiene; whose
sleeves have not proved successful.” An netism through the body . and ran hr rechargedIn an InThe brilliant, fascinating:
heart has always been in sympathy with the opinion got startedthat they looxed sheep. stant by the patient.Send Stamp for Circular.
Dr.W.J.HORNE, laveator.I'.M Wabash Av.,Chlcago.
attiict?d, and whose brain nHS-iverb ea
tints of Complexion for which
Look Well to the Name.
ladies strive are chiefly arti15 lo $20 iaSSSSKi JSSflKfflSHS:
K*(iiIiII,Iiid, h; : I BiurfH) r-ud,
The only genuine German Hop Bitter*
i*". Fur I lie t.iin-uft-uncrra.
ficial, and all who will take
Tit more, Flee re, Kirofata
have
the
word
“German”
blown
in
the
botproof positive orTure merit that j roprieta-y
gpn flKIV I>l*KAMKe.wlllldet llw
30 d0nntCM' V RnR
A;*'
the trouble may secure them.
medicine, even with-mich high standing as .tle. Bold by all druggist*.
Um- i.i Kiiue or Lue* OF BLOOD, end link1 pain For
nsrn.aSH and rsfruskcbs.addns#
These roseate, bewitching D»fPSMATit*v.
W« rner’* Safe Cure is known io have, should
DK. F. I,. POND. Aut-ont. Mane Co.. IU.
Skeletons are now so d at the rbliculouslySure
be indorsed and recommendedby a man so
hues followtho useof Hagan’s
Jow
price
of
|25l
At
that
rate almost
abhv so reputable and of *uch national reevery family can have one in the closet.
Magnolia Balm—
delicate,
nown a* Dr. Dio Lewi*.
.
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ROAD CART ON EARTH!

CURE FOR

B
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CONSUM

ROAD
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WE WANT

AMOHO

_

HORNE’S ELECTRIC BELT

OURWILD INDIANS

AN OPEN

SECRET

AMONG THE LADIES

CANCER

xwBvrTrrmst.

TW

M

Lewis,

A Glass-CoveredCourt;

A San

Franciscohotel has an imglass-covered court, like the
hotels of Paris, which, however, are
uncovered. This court is entirely surrounded by a gallery at each floor,
making six galleries one above, another,
all supported by pillars above each
other, which prodifre an imposing
effect. People in the hotel can look
down from their respective' floors and
w tnees the arrivals of guests, who are
driven into the court.

mense

lowo.— Dr.
J. Davis says:
“Brown’s Iron Bitter*give the best of satisfactionto these who use it.”
’

Nevada Indian belles u e axle greas- for
e powder, which . gu i to make it* a<y

fa

«

_

t

for their huts lo get nrSL. d .hem.

’AURORA

__

iSENISl^'M.VTSr^tea.i1.

Young

V
^

Circulars(r**.

A n AN

HOUR

^gf^J'ftraTfcLKGiurinrhcrrand
we will give you

a

Bituction.

VALENTINEBROS.. Janesville. Wia.
for Ml

who will make •pare am* proflv
hnrtnes*R you ran devote joor

StW*eu at the Oldest A R> »t
_ -T^TCommerculCollef*.
Circularfrce.
\^CCocCClC£/ Addre-MCBaYiTxa.DubuQuc,
la.
Fur

Garfield,rowa—Dr. A T heuak Bays:
“Once using Brown's Iron-Bitters prc.ves ts
superiority over all other tonic preparai GKNTH WANTED for the Best and Ftstest' ®
AiSelUng Pictorial Book* and Bibles. Price* reduced

tLn>"

“Every mm U* hi* trade/ bays the
"cian when he swaps vosta

38

per «a»t.

*

National Pcbushiko Co„ Chicago,111.

politi-

Are vou Bilious? Try the remedy that
cured Mr*. Clement, of’ Franklin. N. H.—
Hood's Sarsaparilla, made in Lowell Mosa

flMIT THIS
Hby

OUT ^
1IX

tk

v

XW

Boring Wells

fection.
Its effects are immediate
and so natural that no human
being cau detect its applica-

Machine* Made to R fi hr Hone,
Head or Steam t’.'wer.
Seed for Catalocue*Address

tion.
•

GsMrti Hcjrf Goodj.lhatwill kr.ny joo in m, r.
iUP.,ion<v- in On* Mtnth tbhn so' tblnr tl»* la So^^A. /.' r.v
lair Ciruutty*M. Ywoj,
W., .N«« lei*.
Jn»il, a

a

harmless and always reliable
article. Sold by all druggists.
The Maguolia Balm com*
reals every blemish, removes
Sallowness, Tan, Redness,
Eruptions,all evidences of
excitement and every imper-

'

Well

Bmk

eni llodi

Drih thdaw

Is Very Profitable

!

$25 to$40
A.

T>AY

OUtnjladel

-

LOOMIS &

ran, TO, om

C.N.U.

“

No. 27- -'CL

YV’HKN WUtTlNG
it.

iliie |

TOtlie
ADVKltrisKttdt
iulVfrtiMniie.it

Kay you Saw

upe

r.

-rf

Tkis tpM«

MMrrod

Is

for the

W<

ChrlstUn Tempsranos Union.

W.

% Kwn.

(S.

Cmp

A Tizu

Kietlsf

CLOSING OUT SALE!!

-Dealer in-*-

.

Sewing Machines,

The cimp meeting continued, and
Tivtl attended

GEO. T. McCLORE.

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

i re-

such as never before,or

it,

since was witnessed in the forests of Texas.
But, unfortunately, on the last day of the
exercises,news arrived on the ground that

had been murdered,

a neighboring farmer

and

his

Wheeler& Wilson, Singer,

King of all Sewing Machines and the beet in

prisoners by the Indians.

The young missionary sprang into the

company to pursue the

himself

was

elected to lead the

Weber, Fischer, Decker

<fc

My

Krannach & Bach,

Pease,

missionary charged

foremost of his troops, and having perfell

; not

by

•

.

-*-Andthe~—

Estey, Chase,

an Indian warrior, but by a
shot from one of his own horsemen.
I need scarcely name the assassin;the
the hand of

Tailor

reader will have anticipated me; the incarnate fiend, Colonel

Watt Foeman, chief

& Fallow,

master cook

at the pois-

OXl.Clril.JV6S thirty-nine acres
Pleaee call, examine goods, and ascertain prices

and terms before purchasing elsewhere.
oned wedding.

Such

is

the fragment of the biography

ray of a dazzling luminary, that rose and
set in the wilderness— a torn leaf from
Paul Denton’s book of life. Peace to his

ashes.

He

sleeps well in the lone isle of

eveifereens,surrounded
sea of prairie.

by an

Cor. of Eleventh and River streets,
Holland, Mich.

^—Specialties-^*-'

of Ayer's Ague Cure in the treatment of

Pure Drugs,

malaria diseases.It contains,besides a

PATENT MEDICINES,

injurious eflects can follow the use

and unfailingantidotefor

mias-

in

a

o

l a

x,

2sr

n, imioh:.

WYKHUYSEN

H.

-dealer in-

WHO

IS

MAH

Hi

UNACQUAINTKD WITH THI GEOGRAPHY OP THIS COUNTRY, WILL
SES BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THI

PERFUMERY,

unite to expel the poisonous humors, puri-

the system, and leave it

h

BRUSHES,

matic poison, other remedial agents which

fy

street,

improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of the city, on the
road to Macatawa Park. Call and see me and obtain good bargains.

Kremers & Bangs,

sion, the inalienablefee simple of all time.

Amen.

specific

of timbered land seven miles north of this city,

twenty acres of improved land on the south side of sixteenth

___

in-

herits her consistenttomb, that last posses-

No

the following Real Estate: Six hundred and

CENTRAL E. J.
DRTO
STORE.

evergreen

Nature’sbeloved son

17-ly

sell

three houses and lots, a saw mill, and three lots in this city, and an

GEO. T. MoOLURE,

of a wonderful genius, the sole twinkling

stock of goods consists of a full line of

also desire to

I

hangman of the Shelby Lynchers, and
ten years later a

entire stock at

CLOTHING, GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS, HATS &
OAFS, BOOTS & SHOES, DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,
SHINGLES, LATH, ETC., ETC.

they overtook the barbarous enemy in the

formed prodigies of bravery,

my

greatly reduced prices.

Sob,

party. After several days of hard riding,

Grand Prairie. The

will sell

Also agent for

sav-

ages. The suggestionbeing adopted, the

mover

change my business and

the world.

pulpit and proposed an Immediate organizationof a

I desire to

and the White,

wife and children carried away

healthy

and reinvigorated condition.

TOILET SOAPS,
DRUGGIST’S SUNDRIES,
PAINTS, WHITE LEAD,
LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,

MACHINE

“Wonder Books.”

OILS, ETC.,

Not books of magic, but solid, choice,
classic literature,at prices

seem

really

'’low as to

so

amazing to the old-time book-

buyer. And they are printed, not

PARIS GREEN,
warranted strictly pure.

in "di-

amond-fine”type, on "straw” paper, but
the type

and

paper are so

good

that

We

are sole agents for the famous

even

“Tansil’s Punch” Cigar.

the fastidiousbibliopolewould never think

of disdainining such a presentable produc-

tion. Among the recent issues of The
zevir Library, to
is

receiving, as

WINES & LIQUORS

El-

which we refer and which

it

well deserves, the strong-

commendationsof the press and the
people are "Sunshine and Other Stories”
young

Watches, Clocks,

for Medicinal use.

est

for

folks, illustrated, by Mrs.

recipes accurately prepared.
I keep a full line ol Spectacles, which are the
best iu the market.

KREMERS & BANGS.
Holland, Mich., May

26th, ’88 16-ly.

Asia,” by the world famous historian,
Rawlinson, price

2

Jewelry, etc.,!etc.

Physician’s prescriptionsand family

Alden;

price three cents; “The civilizationsof

Prompt attention given to repairing.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,

cents; a sketch of

"Buddhism," by John Caird, the Oriental

No trouble to show goods.

Scholar,price 2 cents; "Demonstrative
Evidences of Evolution,”
price 2 cents;

%

by

Huxley,

Watches and

‘‘Philosophyof Style,” by

Herbert Spencer, price 4cents;

"TheQreat
sold

Clocks*

below Giand^Rapidsprices.

Bridge," containingthe Orations of Hon.
A. S. Hewitt and Rev. Dr. R. 8. Storrs,

that greatest engineering work

of

the
Hou.ANn.Mich., Jnly20,

world, price 4 cents. This remarkable series of books, of

which over 50 numbers or

volumes have bean issued since the

ME A

GIVE

on the recent occasion of the opening of

first

CALL.

H. WYKHUYSEN.
1682.

24-ly

ATTENTION

of

the present year, at prices ranging generally from 2

cents to 10 cents each,

Farmers and

not

is

sold by dealers, but only direct, by the
publisher, who will send a 68-page illus-

Woodsmen,

trated cataloguefree, upon request, and

who

also offers to send

any of

his publica-

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

tions to be paid for after they are received

and found satisfactory,to any one giving
reasonable evidence of
dress

good faith. Ad-

John B. Aldbn, Publisher, 18 Vesey
York.

St., New

Never

skip the advertisementswhen

reading a newspaper, for they

what

live business

men

show

are about,

just

eryone who has trading of any kind to
will find that it pays ‘to trade
,

For making contractsor further in-

and ev-

do

with those

who advertise.Business' men who do not
advertise are not up to the spirit of the

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
It Is familiarlycolled, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all oonnsoting points.
Fast Kxpress Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WILL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES f a lint of tha
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR OARS ever built | PULLMAN’S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING OARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In whloh superior meals art served to travelers at
the low rate of SEVENTY-PIVK CENTS EACH.
THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and tha MISSOURI RIVER.

As

TWO TRAINS aaoh way betwaen OHIOAQO and MINNEAPOLIS and

sfSi

ED.

VER 8CHURE,

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond,Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,
atad Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minnaapollaand intermediate points.
All Through Paesenger/carrledon Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed Information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, as
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Officesin the United States and Canada, or of

R. R.

CABLE,

E.

ST.

Supt.

JOHN,

Cen’l T’k’t A Pass’r Ag’t,

Vloe-Pres't A Cen'l Manager,

CHICAGO.

or to G. Van Putten,& Sons’ store.

NARROW ESCAPE

ST. PAUL,

famous

via tha

formation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.

age, and their stock lingers on their

hands. Those who do advertiseturn
a fair profit,
and always have a new and fresh supply
to select from. This is a fact and not fiction, as can be demonstrated by every
successful business man in the country.

Being the Great Central Line, affords to travelers,by reason of Its unrivaled geographical position,the shortest and best route between the last, Northeastand
Southeast,and tha Waet, Northwest and Southwest.
It Is literallyand strictly true, that Ita connectionsare all of the principalUnas
of rood betwaen thfc Atlantic and the Pacific.
By Its main line and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Balls, Oeneeeo, Moline and Rock Island, In Illinois| Davenport, Muecatlne,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oekaloosa, Fairfield, Dee Molnee, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic,Avooa, Audubon, Harlan, Outhrle Center and Council Bluffs,
In Iowa | Gallatin,Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atohlson In Kansas, and tha hundreds of cities, village*and towns
Intermediate.The

A LECTURE TO YOUNG
On the Loss of

MEN

T3l.

BOOIsTE,

MANHOOD

their stock quickly, make

fl%EWHOME£tt

HarvellonsCure of Stone in the Bladber-Large Stones Removed by Ken-

•SEWING MACHINE CO-

From

nedy’s Favorite Remedy.
the Pittsfield (Mau.) Eagle.

A Lecture

on the Nature,

Treatment

and redical euro of SeminalWeakness, or Spermatorrhoea induced by self-Abnse, Involuntary

Tbe oldest established Stable in the city.

On Market

near Eighth.

Street,
.'syammts;mental ana rnysicai incapaciStone In the Bladder la a very dangerona aliment; ty, Ac.— By ROBERT J. CULVERWRLL, M. D..
bnt many moit remarkablecures have or late been anthor of the “Green Book,” Ac.
»A Hungarian family living at Johns,
wrought by "Kennady’a Favorite Remedy”— the
The world-renowned anthor, In this admirable I have tbe newest and best HEARSE in this
town, Pa., lost a child by death the other
invention orDr. Kennedy of Rondont,N. Y. AnLecture, clearlyproves from hts own experience city, with tbe finest hones and carriagesfor fnncral
other
atrikihg
caae
ia
now
added
to
the
Hat.
Mr.
day. The father procured an empty soap
that the awftil consequences of Self-Abusemay purposes, which I will furnish]
Peter Lawler, of Dalton, Maaa.,atateBin a letter
be effectuallyremoved without dangerouasurgical
box, rudely crowded the remains into it,
to Dr. Kennedy that be had been troubledwith
operations,bongles,instruments, rings or corbladder comnlafnt for 14 yeara.andhad consulted
dials ;pointlng <git a mode of enre at once certain
placed it upon his shoulders, and betook
at differenttimes seven physicians; bnt nothing
if
and effectual,oy which every sufferer, no matter
beyond temporaiwallayment of the pain bad been what bis conditionmay be. may enre himself
Co.
himself to a vacant lot on the river bank,
worked. Towards the end oi last January Mr. cheaply, privately and radically. This lecture will
accompanied by the mother. There he
than any party In this city.
Lawler called on Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
DEALERS IN
doctor “struck stone.” He decided that Mr. LawH. BOONE.
Sent
nnder
seal,
in
a
plain
envelope,
to
any
addug a shallow grave with a pick ax, placed
ler should firsttry the “Favorits Remedy," ao aa,
dress. post paid, on receipt of six cAts or two
Holla xd, JtHy 28th, 1882.
25-lf
If
possible,
to
avoid
an
operation.
And
here
la
the
the box in it, threw back and trod
postage stamps- Address
remarkableresult: i‘Dear Doctor Kennedy— The
THE
CU.
MEDICAL
CO.,
the earth, and the pair stolidly turned
day after I came home I passed two gravel atonea,
people are always ou the Iook<
41 Ann8t„N wYork N. Y.; PostofflceBox 450.
and am doing nicely now. If yon wonld like to
away.
lor changes to Increaseth
see the atones I will send them to yon,” This letearnings, and In time beco;
not. life Is sweeping by, go and ter bears date “Dalton, Mass., Feb. 6th," and la
ja A week made at borne by tbe Inwealthy; those who do not I
dare before you die, something signed “Peter Lawler.”_The atoney, which are so
SB dnstrlous.Best business now bc- _
_ iproye their opportunities
The editor of a Western amateur journal
mighty and sublime leave before the public. Capital not needmain In poverty. We offei
hind
to
conquer
time.”
60
ahaving been criticized by one of his coedwill start yon. Men, great chance to make money. We want ms
week In your own town. $5ontI
women, boys and girls wanted man, women, boys and glrla to work for ns in th
temporaries for writing fiercely upon polillt free. No risk. Everything nedy’s possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
everywhereto work for ns. Now own local It lee. Any one can do tbe workprope
new. Capital not required.We will furnish you states that the “Favorite Remedy” at the eame is the time. Yon can work in spare time, or give from the first start Thebealneaa will pay m<
tics in his. little newspaper, defends him- ----------*-- -fortunea.
everything...
Many
are making
time enred him of a atuborn caae of Rbenmatlem ; yonr wholetime to the bnalnesa.No other busi- tbw ten times orttnary wages. Expensiveonti
make aa mneb as men, and boys and girls make and |t la a fact that In all effectlonsarising out of ness will pay you nearly aa well. No one can fkll rarnlabed free. No oi.e who engagesfalls to mi
great pay. Reader, if you want business at which
te make enormous pay. by engaging at once. money rapidly.You can devote your whole tli
benefited uTwIlb’ j
Costly ontflt and terms free. Money made fatt, to the work, or only your spare momenta. Full
A CO.. Ration and all thalla needed lent free. Addn
out msterially injuring that
HA£Lrrr
PirtJ“d*
0rderUofytar easily, and honorably. Address
Augusta,
42-ly STINSON A CO., Portland,
4*

(30 UNION SQUARE. NEW YoTiT)
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